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I. Introduction 

Since the birth of nonrelativistic quantum mechanics, the independent 
particle approximation has served as the backbone of almost all areas of 
microscopic physics. In atomic physics, the independent electron approxi
mation assumes that, to first order, an atom is made of a collection of 
independent electrons, and the motion of each electron is determined by an 
averaged potential due to the nucleus and the other electrons. This approxi
mation. whether it is in the form of the Hartree- Fock model or its equiva
lents, has been used to explain qualitatively as well as semiquantitatively a 
wealth ofexperimental observations. Over the last half-century, a major part 
of the effort in theoretical atomic physics has been devoted to finding differ
ent ways of accounting for the deviations of experimental results from the 
predictions ofthe independent electron approximation, Different methods, 
such as many-body perturbation theory, the configuration-interaction (ell 
method. and many other perturbative approaches, have been shown to be 
capable of accounting for these deviations accurately. When the deviation 
from the prediction of the independent electron approximation is large, as 
happens in several isolated spectral lines, the situation can often be attrib
uted to localized "interactions" between a few states. Such situations are 
amenable to the treatment of the configuration interaction method. 

Since the early observation of the absorption spectra of doubly excited 
states of He by Madden and Codling (1963, 1965) using synchrotron radia
tion, it was recognized immediately by Fano and coworkers that a complete 
understanding of these new states requires a fundamental departure from the 
conventional independent particle approach. Not only should the spectral t observation be explained, but a desirable new approach should also provide 
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the framework whereby all doubly excited states of atoms and molecules 
could be studied. In other words, a new approach should supply the proper 
language such as new quantum numbers. new systematics of spectral behav
ior. approximate selection rules. etc., which are also applicable to doublv 
excited states of other atoms. Thus one of the goals in the interpretation ~f 
doubly excited states of He is to provide this language, analogous to the study 
of hydrogen atoms to provide a proper language forthe independent particle 
approximation. 

The early photoabsorption spectra of'doubly excited states ofHe indicated 
that among the three possible 1po Rydberg series that converge to the N = 2 
limit of He", only one series is prominently observed, while a second series is 
weakly visible and a third series is completely absent (Madden and Codling, 
1963. 1965). In a later experiment. Woodruff and Samson (1982) measured 
the photoelectron spectra at higher photon energies. Their results for doubly 
excited states of He below the N = 3, 4, and 5 limits of He" are reproduced 
here in Fig. I. According to the conventional selection rules for photoab
sorption. there are 5, 7. and 9 possible Rydberg series. respectively, of doubly 
excited states converging to each of the limits. There was, however. only one 
prominent series observed in each case. Similarly. in the photodetachrnent 
of H- for 1po doubly excited states below the H(N = 6) limit, all the reso
nances observed belong to the same series (H. C. Bryant. 1981: private 
communication). A desirable theoretical approach should provide not only 
a method of calculating the position and width ofeach doubly excited state 
but also the approximate selection rules for different excitation processes. 

There are many theoretical approaches which are capable ofpredicting an 
accurate position and width of each doubly excited state. These methods. 
such as the configuration interaction method. the Feshbach projection tech
nique. the close-coupling method. and the complex coordinate rotation 
technique and others. provided a wealth of "numerical" data which are 
essential to sorting out the systematics of doubly excited states. The contri
bution from these calculations cannot be underestimated. This is particu
larly true for doubly excited states since experimental data are so scarce. 
Even if these data do exist. the resolution is not good enough to extract their 
systematics. Furthermore. it seems clear now that some doubly excited states 
are not easily populated in some experiments. 

The main limitation of the above-mentioned approaches is that each 
doubly excited state iscalculated separately while experimental data indicate 
that the selection rule is a property of a series (or a channel). Furthermore. 
the results from these types of calculations are sometimes unexpected or 
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FIG. l. Thecrosssectionfortheautoionizing region or He doubly excited states belowthe 
.v ". 3.4. and5 thresholds of'He". Thequantum number Kandtheprincipal quantum number 
n of theseries are indicated (Woodruff and Samson. 1982). 

TABLE I 

CI COEFTICIENTS OF THE FIRST THREE LOWEST DOUBLY EXCIT.ED ST"TES OF He IF 
BELOW THE He+(N - )) THRESHOLD 

Energy 
State (Ry) 3s3p 3p3d 3s4p 3p4s 3p4d 3d4p 3d4/ 

difficult to explain. As an example. one can predict the approximate posi	 I -0667 0.683 0.616 -0.127 -0.172 -0.139 -0.103 -0.104 
tions of doubly excited states by performing a limited CI calculation. In	 2 -0.563 -0.003 -0.005 0.630 -0.630 0.330 -0.304 0.068 

3 -0554 0503 -0557 -0.~26 -0.3/7 -0.054 0.231 0.476Table I. the results of such a calculation for the I po doubly excited states • 
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below He"'(:V = 3) are shown. According to conventional wisdom. one 
would expect that the wave function of the two lowest states are the linear 
combination of 3s3p and 3p3d. The calculation shows that this is indeed the 
case for the lowest state. The second-lowest state. however. isactually mostly 
a linear combination of 3s4p, 3p4s, 3p4d, 3d4p, .... etc. It is the third
lowest state which is again predominantly a mixture of 3s3p and 3p3d. This 
example serves to illustrate the limitation of the conventional approaches. 
When the admixture of many configurations is substantial for a given state, 
the meaning of configuration for that state is lost. Information about elec
tron correlations in these approaches is embedded awkwardly in the mixing 
coefficients. Thesecoefficients provide no direct clues as to how the electrons 
are correlated. 

One of the goals of studying doubly excited states is to find a new way of 
characterizing electron correlations. More precisely, we want to find a new 
set of quantum numbers which characterize the correlations between two 
excited electrons. We also want to know the physical or geometrical inter
pretation of these quantum numbers and possible new spectroscopic regu
larities. In this article. our objective is to present the progress toward this goal 
up to this time. 

The study of doubly excited states described in this article is based mostly 
upon the geometrical interpretation of the motion of two excited electrons. 
Our major task is to unravel how electrons are correlated by examining the 
wave functions in hyperspherical coordinates. This coordinate system is 
particularly suitable for analyzing electron correlations. By assuming that' 
the mass of the nucleus is infinite, the configuration of the two electrons is 
described by six Coordinates. Three of these coordinates are used to describe 
the rotation of the whole atom. In hyperspherical coordinates, among the 
three remaining we use one coordinate to describe the size of the atom and 
the two others to describe the relative orientations of the two electrons. The 
correlation quantum numbers are related to the nodal structure in these two 
angles. 

The rest of this article is organized as follows. In Section II. we discuss the 
qualitative aspects of radial and angular correlations. The correlation quan
tum numbers and the classification scheme are presented in Section III. This 
section also contains the illustration of isomorphic correlations of states 
which have identical correlation quantum numbers and the existence of a 
superrnultiplet structure. After a short digression on computational methods 
in Section IV. the correlation quantum numbers are re-examined by analyz
ing the wave functions in the body frame of the atom in Section V. The 
existence of approximate moleculelike normal modes of doubly excited 
states and its limited interpretation are also discussed in Section V. In Sec-
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tion VI, the effects of strong electric fields on the resonances of H- are 
discussed. Doubly excited states of multielectron atoms are brietly discussed 
in Section VII. Several final remarks and future perspectives are given in 
Section VIII. 

There are other studies aimed at the understanding of the systematics of 
doubly excited states. These include the group-theoretical approach (Wulf
man, 1973; Crane and Armstrong, 1982; Herrick, 1983, and references 
therein), the algebraic approach (Iachello and Rau, 1981),and the analysis of 
the electron correlation of model two-electron systems (Ezra and Berry, 
1982, 1983). The group-theoretical approach also aims at the classification 
of doubly excited states. All of these approaches treat the correlations of 
individual states. In the hyperspherical approach the correlation is studied 
for each channel and thus any state belonging to that channel has similar 
correlation properties. These other approaches, particularly the group-theo
retical approach, complemented the analysis of correlations in hyperspheri
cal coordinates presented here. A review of the group-theoretical approach 
has been given by Herrick (1983). The applications of the cornplex-coordi
nate rotation method to doubly excited states have been reviewedrecently by 
Ho (1983). The analysis of electron correlations from the hyperspherical 
coordinates viewpoint has also been reviewed by Fano (1983). References to 
earlier works can be found in that article. In this review, we concentrate on 
the progress made since then. 

II. Analysis of Radial and Angular Correlations 

In this section we describe the correlations of doubly excited states as 
revealed through the examination of wave functions in hyperspherical coor
dinates. After a brief outline of the basic equations and a discussion of the 
quasiseparable approximation where the concept of channels is defined, we 
examine the meaning and the nature of radial and angular correlations for 
some typical channels. The discussion in this section is limited mostly to 
L _ 0 states. In describing correlations. we always concentrate on the corre
lation of a given channel rather than that of each individual state. This is 
possible because the correlations for states belonging to the same channel are 
similar. Graphical display of correlations for each individual state has been 
explored by Berry and coworkers (Ezra and Berry, 1982, and references 
therein) using a density function p(" ,IJ12," ) which measures the probability 

•
of finding electron 1 at a distance r from the nucleus and with interelec
tronic angle IJ12 given that electron 2 is at a distance r from the nucleus. 
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A. THE HVPERSPHERICAL COORDINATES 

To describe the motion of two electrons in the field of a nucleus, six 
coordinates are needed. One can choose three coordinates, such as the three 
Euler angles. to describe the overall rotation of the system and the other three 
to describe the internal degrees of freedom. Let us stan with atomic states 
which have L = 0; their wave functions do not depend on external rotational 
coordinates. The internal coordinates can be chosen as the distances r, and r, 
of the two electrons and the angle 8". It is also possible to replace r, and r, by 
R and a, where 

R = (rT + rD"'; a - tan-'(r,/r,) (1) 

(see Fig. 2). This latter set has the advantage that R specifies the "size" of the 
atom and does not enter into the description ofelectron correlations directly. 
Electron correlations are then described by the two angles a and 8" only. We 
refer to the correlation depicted by lhe angle a a. radial correlation and to the 
correlation described by the angle 0" as angular correlation. The correlation 
quantum numbers for characterizing doubly excited states provide informa
tion about radial and angular correlations of the two electrons. 

For L #' 0 states, the overall rotation of the atom has to be considered. 
Instead of using the Euler an~e~ computationally it is more convenient to 
use a, ;" and ;" where P, = (8, ,<p,) denotes the spherical angles ofelectron i, 
as the five hyperspherical angles. To describe the internal correlations for 
L ,;.0 states, the rotation of the atom will be averaged (see Section III,C). 

At this point it is convenient to introduce the Schrodinger equation for 
two-electron atoms in hyperspherical coordinates. Denoting the five angles 
a,;" ;, collectively by Q, the Schrodinger equation for two-electron atoms, 
written using atomic units, is (Macek, [968; Lin. 1974b) 

d' A'+15/4 2C. )
( - dR' + R' + if - 2£ (R''''II) = 0 (2) 

I • 
• 

7~ "£
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r, 

t 

FIG. 2. (a) Diagram of the two-electron configuration. (b) Diagram to illustrate therelation 
between Cartesian and hyperspherical radial coordinates (Fane and Lin. 1975). 
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where 

d 
!I.'= .--:-~...:.l_...--- _d_ (Sin' a cos' a__) + _I_T_ + _1_1_ (3)

sin' a cos' a da da cos' a sin' a 

is the square of the grand angular momentum operator and 

Z Z I
C=------+ (4)

cos a sin a (I - sin 2a cos 0,,)'" 

is the effective charge. This effective charge C includes both the electron
nucleus and electron-electron interactions. In Eq. (4), Z is the charge of the 
nucleus. 

Equation (2) shows that the eigenvalue of !I.'/R' acts like a centrifugal 
potential barrier for the simultaneous penetration of the two electrons into 
the small-R region. It depends not only on the orbital angular momentum of 
each electron, but also on the degree of radial correlation as represented by 
the a-dependent operator in Eq. (3). The effectivecharge C depends only on 
the relative coordinates a and 0" .In Fig. 3 we display the relief map ofC on 
the (a.8,,) plane for Z = l. The ordinates represent the potentials at R = 1. 
ln the limit of a -0 0 (or a -ort/2), the potential surface has a sharp drop 
caused by the electron- nucleus attraction. This potential valleycorresponds 
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to the case in which one electron is near the nucleus and the other is far out. 
In the region where r, - r" which corresponds to Ct = 45', the potential 
energy depends critically on whether 8" is approximately 0 or If. When 
8" = 0 and n = 45', the two electrons are nearly on top of each other where 
the electron - electron repulsion causes the sharp spike seen in Fig. 3. We also 
note that Ct = 45' and 8" = 180' is a saddle point; the potential is unstable 
away from Ct = 45', While it is stable at 8" = 180' along the coordinate 8". 

The Schrodinger Eq, (2) can be solved by expanding the total wave func
tion as 

'¥;(R,Q) = ~ F;.(R)4>.(R;Q)/(R'f2 sin Ct cos Ct) (5)
• 

where jJ identifies the channel and n denotes the nth state within that chan
nel. The channel function 4>.(R;Q) satisfies the differential equation 

1 (d' I' )- oJ ,+--~- ++ +2RC 4>.<R;Q) - U.<R)<1>.<R;Q) (6)R' "Ct cos 
I' 

Ct Sin Ct 

and the hyperradial function F(R) satisfies the coupled equations, 

d' I )
( dR' +4R' - U.(R) +W...(R) +2E. F;(R) +~ W.,(R)F=(R) = 0 (7) 

where the coupling terms Ware defined as 

(8)W•• =2(4).ld~I4>.) d~ +(4).I~,I4>·) 
Bydropping all the coupling terms and keeping only the diagonal terms, Eq, 
(7) becomes 

d' I )
( dR' +4R' - U.(R) +W...(R) +2E. F;.(R) - 0 (9) 

Notice that the second-order diagonal W...(R) term is included in Eq, (9) as 
part of the effective potential. This term is usually excluded in the Born
Oppenheimer expansion in diatomic molecules, but it is included in the 
"adiabatic approximation" of Eq, (9). Under this approximation, the wave 
function for the nth state within channel jJ is given approximately by 

'!';.(R,Q) = F;(R)4>.(R;Q)/(R'f2 sin Ct cos o) (10) 

The adiabatic approximation was first introduced by Macek (1968) to 
study doubly excited states ofhelium. The energy levelscalculated from this 
approach were found to be in good agreement with experimental results and 
with other calculations. Later work was directed at understanding the corre
lation properties hidden in the "channel functions" 4>.(R;Q).The major task 
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of'understanding and classifyingelectron correlations is then to untangle this 
multivariable function in appropriate display and to sort out the order and 
regularities. To this end, sectional viewsofthe channel function 4>.(R;Q) on 
the relative angles Ct and 8" are appropriate. We will proceed with simple 
examples and then to the complete spectra of doubly excited states. For 
simplicity, we will first consider L = 0 states only. 

B. ANGULAR CORRELATIONS 

Angular correlation is quite familiar. The wave function for an L = 0 
two-electron state has the general form 

'II(R,Ct,8,,) = ~ 4>,(r, ,r,)'!J",xl/, ,f,) (11) 
I 

where 

21+ 1)11''!J = (-IY ~ P,(cos 8,,) (12)'IOO ( 

Therefore, if the two-electron state can be designated as s' or any linear 
combination ofss', there is no 8" dependence in the wavefunction and there 
is no angular correlation between the two electrons. If it isdesignated as p' or 
pp', then the wave function is multiplied by an overall cos 8" factor. Ac
cording to the traditional picture, correlation isdefined as the deviation from 
the prediction of the independent particle approximation. Therefore, the 

. angular correlation for a state designated by pp', forexample, isdefined to be 
the deviation of its wave function from the cos 8" dependence. We will not 
adopt this definition. Instead, wedescribe how electrons are correlated. Thus 
if the 8" distribution ofa given state iswelldescribed by P,(cos8,,), then that 
state can be designated by the independent particle notation I' or 1/'. We will 
search for new designations for all doubly excited states where the indepen
dent particle approximation fails. 

C. RADIAL CORRELATIONS 

Similar to angular correlations, radial correlations are characterized by the 
distribution of the wave function in the hyperangle Ct. In the foregoing 
discussion, no distinction has been made between singlet and triplet states 
for angular correlations; their difference comes mostly in radial correlations. 
Radial correlation is less familiar. For the purpose of illustrating radial 
correlations, we examine the solution of the Schrodinger equation by ne
glecting the 8" dependence in the potential. Under this approximation, II 
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and I,are good quantum numbers and states can be labeled as Is'. Is2s. and 
2s'. etc. If the wave functions are approximated as in Eq, (10). then these two 
variable functions can be displayed graphically. 

In Fig. 4 weshow the absolute value of the wave functions for Is2s '5', 2s' 
'S'. and 2s3s 'S'(we use the independent-particle designation here) of He on 
the (', ",) plane. We notice that the Is2s 'S' has a circular node. correspond
ing to Ro = constant. The wave function for this state is concentrated in the 
region where" -e; r and in the region where" -e; " (by symmetry). In the 
r -e; r region, the wave function along r for a given " behaves like a 
hydrogenic 2swave function. The wave function has noticeable amplitudes 
in the r = r region only when R is inside Ro. For 2s' 'S', there are no 
circular nodes, but there are two radial nodal lines running almost parallel to 
the" and the" axes, each one corresponding to ex = constant. Forthis state. 
the wave function has large amplitudes mostly in the region where" = r .In 
this example, the Is2s 'S· has a node in the hyperradial coordinate R and no 
node in the hyperangle ex. For 2s' 'S', there is no node in R but one node at 
exo, where exo depends on R and lies between 0 and 45'. (By symmetry the 
other nodal line isgiven by 90' - exo.) We can differentiate each state by the 
nature of its nodal lines. Let nR and na denote the number of nodes in the 
wave function for the R (0 < R < all and ex (0 < ex < 45') coordinates, re
spectively; then Is2s 'S· has (nR,nJ = (1,0) while 2s' 'S· has (nR,na ) = 
(0.1). The ground state, USUally designated as Is' 'S', has (nR,nJ = (0.0). 
Using this notation, the 2s3s IS' state has (nR,nJ = (1,1); so that this state 
has one node in R and one node in ex. This is indeed the case, as shown in 
Fig.4c. 

So far we have discussed IS' states only. Since the wave function for a'S' 
state is symmetric under the interchange of the two electrons, the wave 
function is symmetric with respect to ex = 45'. For'S' states. the wave 
function has a node at ex = 45'. This node is fixed at ex = 45' and does not 
change with R. To account for the fact that the wave function is symmetric or 
antisymrnetric with respect to ex = 45', it is convenient to introduce a super
script A (= + I or -I). The superscript A is not an independent quantum. 
number. since A = (- I jSfor L = 0 states; nevertheless it helps to bring out 
the symmetry property in the ex coordinate with respect to ex = 45' . Thus all 
the 'S states have the new designations of (nR,nJ+ and ail'S' states have 
(nR,n a )- designations. Since Is2s 'S· is the lowest JS' states, it is given by 
(0.0)-, indicating no node in R nor in ex except forthe fixed node at ex = 45'. 
In terms of the "total" number of nodal lines, both Is2s 'S· and Is2s JS' 
states have one nodal line; the nodal line for the former is R = constant and 
for the latter is ex = 45'. From this, it is clear that2s3s JS' has the designation 
of'(O, 1r. In Fig. 5, we see that the corresponding density plot shows that the 
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Flo. 5. Same as Fig.4 except for the 2.s3s }S~ of He. 

number and nature of the nodal lines are consistent with the (0,1)- designa
tion. 

By neglecting the II" dependence in the potential, an L .. 0 state can be 
expressed as 

'l'f,f,LM = F(R)[g(a)'Yf,f,l.J?, i,) 
+ (-ly,+f,-L+sg(Ir/ 2 - a)'Y"f,L.J;,.r,» (13) 

in the quasiseparable approximation. In Eq, (13), the symmetry requirement 
with respect to the interchange of the two electrons does not impose any 
condition on the function g(a), since the symmetry is accounted for by the 
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(b) shows A - -I type behavior in radial correlations. 
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second term on the right. States where the function g(a) itselfdoes not have a 
well-defined or approximate nodal or antinodal structure at a - 45' are 
assigned A = O. All singly excited L .. 0 states have A = O. For L .. odoubly 
excited states, in addition to A = 0 channels, there are channels where g(a) 
exhibits near-antinodal or nodal structure at a - 45'. These channels are 
classified with A = + I and A - - I, respectively (Lin, I974b). For example, 
the two "'po channels of helium converging to the N = 2 limit of He" have 
these behaviors. By neglecting the II" dependence in the potential, we show 
in Fig. 6 the [I, '/,) = [0, I}component of the channel functions. The upper 
figure shows approximately antinodal structure at a = 45' , similar to the + 
channels. The lower figure shows an approximate node at an angle close to 
a = 45', similar to the - channels. This approximate +/- symmetry isone 
of the most striking features of doubly excited states. 

D. RADIAL AND ANGULAR CORRELATIONS 

In discussing radial correlations we purposely neglected angular correla
tions for simplicity. However, angular and radial correlations are not separa
ble. Consider L = 0 states in the quasiseparable approximation: All the 
information about electron correlations iscontained in the channel function 
<I>(R;a,II,,). To show the correlation pattern of two excited electrons, we 
exhibit the surface densities on the hyperspherical surface, R(Q) = constant, 
by displaying plots ofl<l>(R;a,lI"lI' on the (a,lId plane. 

A fewgeneral remarks will be helpful in understanding the structure ofthe 
charge-density plots to be given below. All the channel functions solved from 
Eq, (6) at a given value of Rare onhogonal, corresponding to the surface 
harmonics on the R(Q) = constant surface. The higher harmonics are or
thogonal to the lower ones with an increasing number of nodal lines on the 
(a,III') plane. In Eq. (6), the channel function <I>(R;a,II,,) and the eigenvalue 
U(R) depend not only on the kinetic energy operators, but also on the 
Coulomb interactions between the three charges. To avoid large kinetic 
energies, the channel functions must be smooth with respect to a and II" and 
possess few nodal lines. To achieve lower potential energies, the electron
nucleus interaction favors the small-a (or a = 1r/2) region, while the 
electron - electron repulsion term favors the region where a = 1r/4 and 
II" = Ir. Thus the excitation energies U(R) and the pattern ofelectron corre
lations are "decided" by these competing factors, The lowest channel is 
"allowed" to have all the favorable factors at a given R, while the higher 
channels approach these favorable factors under the constraint of orthogo
nality to the lower ones. These constraints and the nature of Coulomb 

• potentials set up the pattern ofelectron correlations for doubly excited states. 
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We first illustrate how the correlation pattern for a given channel evolves 
as the hyperradius R changes. In Fig. 7 we show the potential curve (;(R) for 
the ground channel of H- and the surface plots of letJ(R;a,II Il)I' for four 
values ofR. At R = I and 2. the kinetic energy term. which is proportional to 
1/R'. is large and the charge cloud spreads over the whole (a,II,,) plane. 
Along the ridge. a = 45'. the two electrons tend to stay closer to II" = 180'. 
At larger R, R = 4 and 8, the potential energy term dominates so that the 
two electrons tend to stay near small a (or a = 90'), where the electron
electron repulsion is small. Therefore the channel function becomes nearly 
independent of II". This lack of angular correlation is quite evident in the 
density plot for R = 8. 

To get an estimate ofhow important the angular or radial correlations are 
for a given state for this channel, it is necessary to consider the hyperradial 
wave function of that state. For example, if the state has large amplitudes in 
F(R) for small R, then the angular correlation (or the deviation from the 
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FIG. 7. (a) Hyperspherical potential curve for the ground IS· channel of H-. (b) Surface 
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.ndependent panicle approximation) is large. If the amplitude F(R) for the 
state is mostly in the large-R region, then there is little angular correlation, 
since in the large-R region the channel function is similar to that shown for 
the R = 8 plot, which shows little angular correlation. 

We next discuss the correlations for the two 'S'doublyexcitedchannels of 
H- that converge to the N = 2 limit ofH. The two potential Curves are shown 
in Fig. 8a; they are labeled as (1.0)+ and (-1,0)+ channels. The labeling will 
be explained in the next section. For the moment we note that the (I.O)" 
channel has an attractive potential well while the (- 1,0)+ channel is com
pletely repulsive. The surface charge-density plots for the two channels are 
given in Fig. 8b at R = 8. 12,20. It isobvious thatthe COrrelation patterns for 
the two channels are quite different. They are also quite different from the 

H· IS· 

..., H,ot 

a J 
H (MoZ)

I 
;f -O.J 

-0.' ~ ! ! ! 1 

,.... " " .. 

(-I,Oltb (I,Olt 

R.e...e-e 

R"2J 
~ 

FIG. 8. (a) Hyperspherical potential curves for thetwo l S· channels which converge to the 
N - 2of H.(b)Surface charge-density pJots forthetwochannels at thevalues ofRshown. Note 
thedifference in theorientation of the figures alongthe two columns. 

,. 
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ground channel shown in Fig. 7.The (1,0)+channel has largecharge densities 
in the large-e'2 region; it also has a nodal line near small a (and. by sym
metry, another one near a = 90'). For a given value of R, say R = 8, when 
the ground channel occupies the small-a region (and the a = 90' region), its 
amplitudes are vanishingly small in the a - 45' region. At this same value of 
R, we notice that the (1,0)+channel occupies most of the large-e'2 region of 
the (a.e'2) plane not occupied by the (0,0)+ channel. By concentrating the 
charge distribution in the a - 45' and large-e'2 region, the (1.0)+ channel 
minimizes the kinetic energy and the electron -electron repulsion. The re
pulsive (- 1,0)+ channel exhibits charge distribution mostly in the 0 < 
el2 < 90' region. The two electrons tend to stay on the same side of the 
nucleus and thus experience a large electron-electron repulsion. This re
gion, however, is still preferable under the circumstances. Forcing the two 
electrons to the large-e'2 region would require additional nodal lines. which 
would increase the expectation value of the kinetic energy and the excitation 
energy U(R). 

As R increases, we notice that the major change in the channel density 
plots is that the density in the middle a = 45' region drops while the e l2 
dependence remains nearly constant. The drop in the a = 45' region occurs 
when the two electrons in that channel become confined in the two potential 
valleys. With this type of R dependence in mind, we can now look at the 
correlations of higher channels for a given value of R only. In Fig. 9 we show 
the charge-density plots at R = 20 for the three'S' doubly excited channels 
of Hr that converge to the N ~ 3 limit ofH. The three channels are labeled 
(2,0)+, (0,0)+, and (- 2,0)+. We note that the charge-density distribution for 
the (2.0)+ channel is quite similar to that for the (1,0)+channel shown in Fig. 
8b except that the (2,0)+channel has a sharper structure around the Wannier 
point (e = 45' and e l2 - 180'). The (O,ot channel has a pronounced peak 
near e'2 = 90', in addition to some density in the large-e'2 region. The 
(- 2.0)+ channel is marked by a large charge density in the small-el2region. 

One can continue this type of display for doubly excited states that con
vergeto the higher channels. It is obvious. however, that among the channels 
that converge to a given hydrogenic Nlimit, the charge density for the lowest 
channel tends to peak at e'2 = 180', while the highest(orthe most repulsive) 
one tends to peak near e.2 = 0 and the intermediate channels occupy the 
intermediate-P., region. Physically this means that the most energetically 
stable state is the one where the two electrons are on opposite sides of the 
nucleus. 

Our discussions SO far in this subsection have dealt with'S' states only. 
The different channels presented differ only in their angular correlations. 
For'S' states, the lowest channel is labeled (0,0)-, the two channels that 
converge to the N = 2 of H are (I,Or and (- 1,0)-, and the three channels 
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FIG. 9. Surface-density plots at R - 20 for the three IS" channels of H" converging tothe 
N - 3 limitof H. Note thedifference in theorientation of tbe last figure. 

that converge to the N = 3 of Hare (2,Or, (0,0)-, and (- 2,0)-. The differ
ence between the corresponding'S'and'S' channels is in the radial correla
tion. For'S' channels the symmetry condition is such that the charge density 
has to vanish at a = 45'. Thus, for example, the (1,0)+ IS' and (1,0)- 'S· 
channels have a similar e'2 dependence; i.e., they have similar angular corre
lations, but different radial correlations; the wave function at a = 45' is an 
anti node for'S' and a node for'S' (Lin, 1982a). 

E. THE V ALlDITY OF THE QUASISEPARABLE ApPROXIMATION 

At this point we will make a short diversion to discuss the question of the 
validity of the adiabatic approximation (Lin, 1983a), which was used in the 
study of doubly excited states in hyperspherical coordinates. In the conven
tional Born-Oppenheimer approximation for diatomic molecules, quasi
separability was often attributed to the small ratio of the electron mass to the 
mass of the nuclei. The corresponding ratio in two-electron problems is 

•

unity. Therefore it is not obvious why one can use the quasiseparable ap

proximation,
 

We emphasize that the reason for the validity of the quasiseparable ap
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proximation is dynamical in origin. It is due to the large difference in the 
quantization energies along different coordinates. This quasiseparability is 
independent of the choice of hyperangles and is not limited to'two-electron 
problems. In recent years, it has been established that many atomic and 
molecular problems can besolvedin the quasiseparableapproximation ifthe 
problems are expressed in hyperspherical coordinates (Lin, 1986; Manz, 
1985). 

For two-electron problems, it is possible to check if the wave functions 
calculated using different approaches resemble those calculated using hy
perspherical coordinates in the adiabatic approximation. This has been ex
amined for the configuration-interaction (CI) wavefunctionsof Lipsky eral. 
(1977). (See Lin, L983a.) Ifwe rewrite the uS' CI wave function \V(r,,r,) in 
hyperspherical coordinates, then 

\V(r,,r,) = F.(R)<t>Z(R;a,lIl2)	 (14) 

wherestate fI belongsto channelu, In Eq. (14),<t>z<R;a,lIl2) is normalized on 
the surface at R = constant. From the known CI wavefunctions, both F.(R) 
and <t>Z(R;a,lIl2) can be determined. Here we consider the three lowest '5' 
statesof helium belongingto the (I,Ot '5' channel, whichliesbelowthe He" 
(N = 2) limit. The hyperradial functions deduced from Eq, (14)are shown in 
Fig. 10. These functions behave as expected: The loweststate does not have 
any node in R, while each higher state acquires one more node in R. In Eq. 
(14), our notation indicates that we do not assume that <t>z<R;a,lIl2) is inde
pendent of fl. In the quasiseparableapproximation in hypersphericalcoordi

0. 1 1 Iii 
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, .IZ,O!i. oI2,o1i . 
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FIG. IO. R~weia.hled hyperradial wave functions afthe three lowestCIstatesof the(l.O>t 
IS· series ofhelium below the N - 21imit cfHe". Thecurves are sbown insolid lines in regions 
where the angular panof the CI wave function has a taqe overlap integral (>95%) with the 
adiabatic channel function. In regions of R where the overlap is lessthan. 95%. the curvesare 
shown as dashed lines. 
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nates, as indicated in Eq. (10), each wave function is given by 
F.(R)<t>:'(R;a,III2)' We can calculate the overlap integral 

1= (<t>Z(R;a,III2)I<t>:'(R;a,lIl2»	 (15) 

as a function of R to determine the region wherethe twofunctionsdiffer. We 
indicate the results in Fig. 10. If the overlap [Eq. (15)] is larger than 95%in 
that regionof R, the curves are shown in solidlines.If the overlap is less than 
95%, the curves are shown in dashed lines. From Fig. 10we notice that the 
overlap islarger than 95%in the regionwherethe hyperradialfunction F(R) 
is larger. This clearly illustrates that wave functions calculated from other 
approaches, when expressed in hyperspherical coordinates,alsoexhibitqua
siseparability in the region where the charge density is large. 

We can also display the correlation patterns of wave functions calculated 
usingother approaches using the conversionequation [Eq. (14)]. In Fig. II, 
weshow the surface charge densitiesof the loweststate of each of the (2,Ot, 
(O,O)+, and (- 2,0)+'S' channels of He whichliebelow the He" (N = 3)limit 
calculated using the CI method (Lipsky eral.. 1977). Thesesurface plotsare 
quite similar to those shown in Fig. 9 for H-. 
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FlO. II. Surface-density plotsfor the lowest statesof eachof the three IS' Rydberg seriesof 
helium calculated from theCIapproximation. These plots are similar to those shown in Fig. 9. 
which were calculated using the adiabatic approximation. 
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III. Classification of Doubly Excited States 

In this section we shall describe the classification ofdoubly excited states 
in terms ofa set ofcorrelation quantum numbers, K, T, andA. Theenumera
tion of these quantum numbers and their approximate physical meaning 
will be given. A more precise mathematical definition of these correlation 
quantum numbers will be postponed until Section V. Surfacecharge-<1ensity 
plots will be used to help visualize the correlation paltemsdescribed by these 
quantum numbers. It will then be shown that states having identical correla
tion quantum numbers have isomorphic correlations. This isomorphism is 
the underlying reason for the existence ofsuperm ultiplet structure ofdoubly 
excited states. The last subsection discusses how the independent electron 
picture fits into the present classification scheme. 

A. THE CLASSIFICATION SCHEME 

In the present scheme, a given state ofa two-electron atom is designated by 
the notation .(K, T)'/; 2S+' U, where L, S, and n are the usual quantum 
numbers, Nis the principal quantum number of the inner electron, and n is 
the principal quantum number ofthe outer electron. The spin-orbit interac
tion is not considered throughout our discussion but can be easily included 
in a perturbative treatment. A given channel or a Rydberg series fJ. is de
scribed by the notation fJ. = (K,T),/; 2S+IU. Here the principal quantum 
number N denotes the hydrogenic principal quantum number in the dissoci
ation limit. The rules for the assignment of K, T, A, and n for a given L, S, N, 
and n are discussed below. 

1. ASSIgnment 0/K and T 

Following Herrick and Sinanoglu (1975), the possible values of K and T 
for a given N, L, and n are determined by 

T= 0, I, 2, ... ,min(L,N- I) 
( j 6)

K=N-I-T,N-3-T, ... ,-(N-l-T) 

For states where n = (-If+', T= 0 isnot allowed. Notice that the assigned 
values ofK and Tdo not depend on S. Roughly speaking, Tis the projection 
of the total angular momentum L onto the interelectronic axis and 

K= - (r< cos 1112 ) (17) 

where r< is the radius of the inner electron. These two quantum numbers K 
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and Twere originally used by Herrick and Sinanoglu (1975a,b) to character
ize approximate doubly excited state wave functions for intrashell states. 
Based upon a group-theoretical analysis. they showed that the configura
non-interaction wave functions for doubly excited states can be approxi
mated by "doubly excited symmetry basis" (DESB) functions. The validity 
and the limitation ofDESB functions for representing doubly excited states 
were examined by Lin and Macek (1984). 

2. Assignment 0/.1 

This radial correlation quantum number A was supplemented to empha
size the radial correlation ofthe two electrons (Lin, 1983d, 1984). Its mean
ing has been illustrated in Section H,C in connection with the model prob
lem, where angular .correlation was neglected. The quantum number A can 
take values of+ I, - I, andO only, Both A = + I and -I states can have large 
amplitudes on the potential ridge. We stress that the A = + I channel has an 
antinodal structure at or near a = n/4 (this statement will be made more 
.precise in Section V), while the A = - 1 channel has a node at or near 
a = n/4. Electrons in the A = 0 states are confined in the two potential 
valleys. These states are similar to singly excited states. 

The radial correlation quantum number A is not independent ofK and T 
for a given L, S, N, and z. It is given by the following simple relations (Rau, 
1984) 

A = 71(- If+T = 71(- I f+ N - K+ 1 if K>L-N 
(18) 

.1=0 if K"'L-N 

With the relations in Eqs, (16) and (18), all the correlation quantum num
bers K, T, and A for states converging to a hydrogenic limit N can be assigned. 
For L .. 2N - I, all the channels have A = 0, 

In terms of these correlation quantum numbers, K, T, and A, all the 
doubly excited states of two-electron atoms can be uniquely designated. 
From the correlations characterized by these quantum numbers, it is possi
ble to understand the photoabsorption data systematically. 

3. Selection Ruleslor Photoabsorption 

According to the present recommended notation, the three I pO Rydberg 
series of He below the N = 2 limit of He" are (0, 1)1, (I ,O)i', and (- I,O)g. 
They are to replace the 2snp + Lpns. 2snp - Lpns, and 2pndnotations used 
by Cooper et al. (1963), The designations of Cooper et al. emphasize radial 
correlations only and cannot be generalized to other doubly excited states. 
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From the meaning of the correlation quantum numbers, one can deduce 
from the notation that for states belonging to the (O,l)i channel, the inter
electronic angle 1i'2 is nearly 90·, and the two electrons have in-phase radial 
oscillations, meaning that both electrons approach or leave the small-R 
region simultaneously. For states belonging to the (1,0), channel, the two 
electrons are on opposite sides of the nucleus with large probabilities near 
1i12 = 180·, but they have out-of-phase radial oscillations, meaning that 
when one electron is approaching the nucleus the other is moving away from 
the nucleus. For states belonging to the (- I,O)~ channel, the two electrons 
are confined in the potential valleys; there is no radial correlation although 
the two electrons tend to stay on the same side of the nucleus, 

The first photoabsorption data for the excitation of helium doubly excited 
states (Madden and Codling, 1963, 196;) indicated that only the (O,l)i 
channel is prominently excited. the (1,0), channel is barely visible, and the 
(- I,OW channel is completely absent. From the data of Woodruffand Sam
son (1982), as shown in Fig. I, the prominent series below each ofthe N = 3, 
4, and; series, respectively, are the (I,l)j, (2, I)t, and (3, I)j channels. There 
are some indications that the (- I, l)j and (O,l)t channels are also slightly 
populated. Since the ground state of He belongs to the (O,Oli channel, these 
experimental data indicate that the selection rule for photoabsorption is 
t.A = 0 and t.T = I, and the most probable Kfor a given Nis the maximum 
K for the allowed T = I, i.e., K = N - 2. 

4. Assignment ofn 

To be consistent with the principal quantum numbers used in the inde
pendent particle model, the smallest principal quantum number n.... of the 
outer electron is chosen as follows. 

(a) The lowest n for all A = + I channels is n = N. 
(b) The lowest n for all A = - I channels is n = N + I. 
(c) The lowest n for the lowest A = 0 channel is n.... = N + 1.and succes

sive higher A = 0 channels have n.... increases by one unit for each 
t.K = - I. Channels having identical K but different T have the same n..... 

According to these rules, all intrashell states have A = + I with n = N. The 
lowest doubly excited states for each of the five' pochannels below N = 3 are 
J( I, J)j, .(2,0)" ,(- I, I)j, .(0,0)" and .(- 2,OW. These rules also apply to 
high-angular-momentum states where all the states belong to A = O. For 
example, the six channels for '·'Ho have the following lowest states: .(2,OW, 
,(l.l)~, ,(0.2f" .(O,O)~, i-I,IW, and .(-2.0f,. Recall that these states are 
3s6h, 3p5g, 3p7i, 3d4f, 3d6h, and 3d8j, according to the independent parti
cle picture. Therefore, the lowest n's are 4, 5,6,6,7, and 8, as predicted by 

rule (c) above. The (K,T)" designation is preferable to the independent 
particle notation even for the A = 0 states because it provides information 
about angular correlations; there is no such information available in the 
independent particle description. The number of nodes in the hyperradial 
function F(R) for a given n of the outer electron is given by n - n ...a , where 
n.... is the minimum n of the given channel. 

B. POTENTIAL CURVES 

In the quasiseparable approximation in hyperspherical coordinates, the 
wave functions are given by F;(R)<f>/R;!J).The channel function <f>/R;!J) 
contains information about electron correlations, which is reflected in the 
shape of the channel potential U(R). Now that the channels are identified by 
u = (K,T)'j,2S+' L', channels with identical correlation quantum numbersK, 
T, and A should have nearly identical correlation patterns and nearly identi
cal potential curves if the correlation determines predominantly the energies 
of the channel. In this subsection, we discuss the potential curves. 

In Fig. 12 we show the potential curves of He uS', ,.'po,and uD'that 
converge to the He+(N = 3) limits. Similar curves for higher L's are shown in 
Fig. 13. Only channels that have 1[ = (-If are shown. Each potential curve 
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FIG. 12. Potential curves for all the I,JSI', ufO, uDI' channels for He that converge to 
He+(N- 3).Curves are labeled in terms ofK, T.andA correlation Quantum numbers. Reduced 
units with Z .. I areused. 
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FIG. 13. Same as in Fig. 12 except for l.l£O, l·JG', and 1,3Ho channels. 

is labeled with K, T, and A quantum numbers. We first note that curves 
which have identical K, T, and A quantum numbers are quite similar and are 
nearly degenerate. (All the calculations for He are done using reduced units 
with Z = I.) 

The assignment of correlation quantum numbers for each manifold fol
lows these rules: 

(I) For a given L, S, If, and N, find the allowed combinations of (K,T)A 
from Eqs. (16) and (18). 

(2) Order the asymptotic potential curves from the bottom starting with 
the maximum allowable K and then in order of decreasing K. (fthere is more 
than one values of T for a given K, order from below according to decreasing 
values of T. 

(3) At small R, the lower or the more attractive curves belong to the 
A = + I channels. Among the + channels, the large K goes with the lower 
curve and fora given K, the larger Twith the lower curve. First all theA = + I 
curves are assigned, then the A = - I channels, and last the A = 0 using the 
same rule for each A group. 

(4) Connect curves with identical K and T in the two regions. Only the + 
and - curves are allowed to cross. 

The possible number of channels of doubly excited states for states con
verging to higher He+(N) limits is quite numerous. As an illustration. we 
show in Fig. 14the potential curves ofl"S', "'po, I"D', and I,'FO states of He 
below the He+(N = 4) limits. There are 4,7,9, and 10channels for L = 0, I, 
2. and 3, respectively. The correlation rules discussed above can be used to 
construct the "diabatic" curves shown. Notice that the + curves are dis-
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FIG. 14. Same as in Fig. 12except for the I·JS~, l.lpO, l.lD·, and uFochaDDc!5 that converge 
to the N - 4 limit of He". (--) The + channels; (---) the - channels: and (_. -) the 
A=-O channels. Labels for all the + channels arc indicated. The K and Tquantum numbers for 
- channels for singlets are obtained from the K and Tof + channels cf tnplets, and vice versa. 
The K and T of A - 0 channels are the same for singlet and triplet. 

tinctly more attractive and are capable of supporting low-lyingbound states. 
Experimental data on these high-lying doubly excited states are very scarce. 

The correlation rules presented here can be understood more rigorously in 
a later analysis (see Section V). Qualitatively, at large R, the electrons for all 
states are confined to the potential valleys where radial correlation is not 
important so the ordering of potentials at large R is independent of A. If the 
state has a large K, the angle 8" between the two electrons is large,producing 
a smaller electron - electron repulsion which in turn results in lower U(R). At 
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small R, radial correlation is more important. Channels that have antinodal 
structure at a = ,,/4 have lower VIR). For a given A, a largeK again relates to 
smaller electron -electron repulsion and thus lower U(R). The crossing be
tween + and - channels is due to the change'of the relative importance of 
radial and angular correlations as R changes. 

C. CORRELAnON PATTERNS AND ISOMORPHISM 

To display the correlated motion of two electrons in a given channel, we 
have to exhibit the surface charge distribution 1<%l.(R;nll' of the channel 
functions, similar to those Shown in Figs. 7 - 9. For L .. 0 channels. the 
channel functions depend on five angles, but three of these angles describe 
the rotation of the whole atom. To exhibit the internal correlation structure, 
we calculate the averaged surface charge densities (Warner, 1980; Ezra and 
Berry, 1982; Lin, 1984) 

a.(R;a.,e.2) = (<%l.(R;n')IO(a' - o) O(cos ~2 - cos e'2)1<%l.(R;n')} (19) 

The explicit expression of a. was given in Appendix A of Lin (1984). With 
the definition of averaged surface charge density given by Eq. (19), we can 
now display the correlated motion of any two-electron channel functions for 
arbitrary L, S, and 7[. Channels which have identical correlation quantum 
numbers have isomorphic correlation patterns. To show this, we display in 
Fig. 15 and (2,O)jchannelfor 'S', 'P", '0', and '£0 at R = 20. Referring to 
Figs. 12 and 13, at this value of R the potential for each channel is near the 
minimum. From Fig. 15, it is obvious that the correlation patterns for all 
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FIG. 15. Surface charge-density plots for!he(2.0)j channels of IS", 'po, l~, and'Foof He 
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F'G. 16. Surface charge-density plots for the (1,1); '0', 0,1), 'D', (I.l)j 'PO, and (I, I), 
lJ7G at the values of R indicated. Noticethat all four plots have similar 811dependence asmeK 
and T quantum numbers are identical. The A - + and A - - channels di.lfer in Ute nodal 
structure at a - 7t/4. 

these four channels are quite similar. They all exhibit a peak at a = 45", 
e.2 = 180", with little charge concentration for e12 < 90' . The difference is 
mostly in the region ofsmalJ a.(and a.= ,,/2). Further remarks on the origin 
of the difference will be given in Section V,Co We note that for a given N, 
chaonels which have K = N - I always have maximum densities in e'2at 
e'2 = 180". 

In Fig. 16 we show two more examples of isomorphism. The correlation 
patterns of (1,m'D', (I,1)j 'P", (1,1), 'D', and (1,1), 'P" are displayed at 
the values of R given. The angle e'2where the density is maximum occurs at 
e'2 "" 120". The nodal structure near a.= 45' for each channel is consistent 
with the + or - values assigned for the quantum number A forthat channel. 
Since the K and T are identical for all these channels, we note that the e'2 
distribution is identical for all of them. 

Surface plots for other values of K, T, and A can also be pictured. As the 
value of K decreases, the charge distribution shifts toward the smaller e12 
region. For negative values of K, the two electrons are mostly on the same 
side of the nucleus. The surface plots of A = + 1 channels have anti nodal 
structure and the A = - I channels have a fixed nodal line at a.= 45". In 
A = 0 channels the two electrons never reach the potential ridge region. 

D. SUPERMUL T1PLET STRUCTURE 

According to the quasiseparable approximation in Eq. ( 10) for the soluI tion of the two-electron wave functions, the approximate energy eigenvalues 
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for a given channel zz are obtained by solving the one-dimensional equation 
[Eq, (9)) with the channel potential VIR). Channels that have identical 
correlation quantum numbers (K, T)'< but different L, S. and 1C, as we have 
shown in Section Ill.B, have nearly degenerate potential curves. This near
degeneracy in V.(R) gives near-degenerate eigenenergies, Thus doubly ex
cited states exhibit new spectroscopic regularities if the energies are ordered 
according to correlation quantum numbers, This regularity was first discov
ered by Herrick and coworkers for intrashell doubly excited states from a 
group-theoretical analysis. It can be interpreted in terms ofthe rnoleculelike 
rovibrational modes. We willcome back to this interpretation in Section V. 

In Fig. 17 we plot the effective principal quantum number n" of He"" 
below the He+(N - 3) limits versus the correlation quantum numbers, 
(K,T)'<. The +and statesare grouped separately. Two newspectral regular-r 

ities are obvious: 
(1) The rotorlike structure of states which have the same (K,T)'< but 

different L, S. and 1C. The "string" for each rotorlike series is determined 
from Eqs, (16) and (18). For a given K,T, andN, the allowed values of L fora 
rotor series is L - T, T + I, . . . ,K+ N - I. Whether the rotor series is a 
+ or a - series is determined by Eq, (18). There are situations where the 
number of states in a given string is small. For example, there is only one 
member for each of the (O,2)t 'D', (- I, l)t 'po, and (-2,O)t 'S'series. 

(2) There is a repetition of(K,T)+ and (K,T)- rotor structure. The - rotor 
series for a given (K,T)- can be obtained from the (K,T)+ rotor series simply 
by interchanging the spins. 

The energy levels shown in Fig. 17 were taken from the extensive CI 
calculation of Lipsky et al. (1977). These authors have classified the levels 
into different series according to the calculated quantum defects. Some of 
their assigned classifications were changed in order to preserve the regular 
rotor structure shown. 

In Fig. 17 we also notice that states which have identical K, T, A, N, and L 
but different Sand 11: are nearly degenerate. The small splitting is called T 
doubling. We notice that the 1C = (-1)"+' state always has slightly lower 
energy. The origin of this behavior will be explained in Section V,F. 

Doubly excited states that converge to the higher thresholds exhibit more 
pronounced rotor structure. As an example. we display in Fig. 18 the energy 
levelsofH-" that liebelow the H(N = 5) thresholds. These data were taken 
from the calculations ofHo and Callaway (1983). Byassigning (K,Tt quan
tum numbers to these states and ordering the states according to the (K,T)+ 
quantum numbers, the energies of these intrashell states are seen to exhibit 
rotorlike structure. The length of each "string" is much longer in this exam
ple. In fact, some higher members of the group have not been calculated. 
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FIG. 18. Energy levels of H- resonances lying below the H(N - S) limit of hydrogen 
grouped according to the (K,n' quantum Dumber>. Daca from Ho and Callaway (1983). 

We must emphasizethatthe rotorlike structure appliestoA = + I and-l 
channels only, but the T doubling applies to A ~ 0 channels as well. 

E. SINGLY EXCITED STATES AND DOUBLY EXCITED STATES
 
WITH A = 0
 

The classification scheme discussed here applies to all states of two-elec
tron atoms. It incorporates singly excited states as a subset. All singly excited 
states have (K, n = (0,0). For'S', A =+ I, for'S', A = - I, and all of the 
other L's have A - O. According to the independent-particle model. the 
energy for Isnl: 'L is always lower tban the energy for ISIlL 'L for two-elec
tron atoms. This is understood in terms of Pauli exchange correlations: In 
triplet states, the two electrons have parallel spins and thus they tend to stay 
away from each other spatially, thus reducing the electron-electron repul-
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Flo. 19. Surface charge-densityplctsfor the lsnplpoand IsnpJPOchannelsofHeatR - 2. 
4, and 6. Notice that the Pauli exchange correlation is reflected as angular correlation in 
charge-density distributions. 

sion energy. From the hyperspherical viewpoint, this Pauli exchange corre
lation is reflected in the difference in angular correlation between the two 
electrons. To illustrate this point, the surface charge density plots for I Pand 
'Pare shown in Fig. 19 for three values of R. At large R, say R = 6, there is no 
evidence of angular correlation, and the charge distributions for singlet and 
triplet are identical. At smaller R, say R = 2, we notice that the triplet state 
has large charge concentration near ell = 180' while the singlet has larger 
concentration in the small·e" region. Thus the Pauli exchange correlation in 
the independent-electron picture is reflected in terms ofangular correlations 
if it is visualized from the hyperspherical viewpoint. 

The A = 0 states were mentioned earlier to be states where the electrons 
reside in the two potential valleys. In this respect. they are similar to singly 
excited states. In fact. their spectral behaviors do resemble those of singly 
excited states, as shown in Fig. 20. By displaying these states according to 
(K, rr. we notice that the triplet state in each case does lie lower in energy 
than the corresponding singlet state except in cases where the irregularity 
may be due to the numerical inaccuracy. Data were taken from Lipsky et al. 
(1977). 
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The discussion up to now summarizes the classification scheme and the 
spectroscopic regularities revealed through the introduction of correlation 
quantum numbers. Channels that have identical designation of correlation 
quantum numbers exhibit isomorphic correlation patterns and near-degen
erate potential curves. This isomorphism is the underlying reason for the 
origin of the rotorlike supermultipiet structure ofdoubly excited states that 
have radial correlation quantum number A = + I or - 1.The discussion so 
far has been very descriptive for the purpose of presenting the classification 
scheme itselfand for a general qualitative understanding ofthe correlation of 
doubly excited states. The rest of the article will provide an in-depth quanti
tative analysis on correlations in hyperspherical coordinates. 
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IV, Solution of the Two-Electron Schrodinger
 
Equation in Hyperspherical Coordinates
 

In the previous two sections we discussed the results of the Schrodinger 
equation for two-electron atoms in the quasiseparable approximation for the 
classification of doubly excited states. In this section, we describe the com
putational methods used for the solution ofthe eigenvalue equation [Eq. (6)] 
and present some typical results. 

A. HVPERSPHERICAL HARMONICS AND SOLUTIONS AT
 

SMALLR
 

We first examine the solution of Eq, (6) in the small-R limit. At small R, 
the kinetic energy term in Eq. (6) is proportional to llR' while the Coulomb 
potential energy is proportional to IIR. In the limit of R = 0, Eq, (6) be
comes 

d' q q )- -'_~ +--,- +-.-,- - (v + 2)' UI,I,m(O) = 0 (20)( ucr: cos a: Sin Ct 

where v = /, + /,+ 2m and the eigenfunction U',I.. is 

Uf,/,m = ft,/,m(Cl)'Yf,I,LM(;' ,;,) (21) 

In Eq. (21), 'YJ,I,LMU, ,;,) is the coupled angular momentum function of the 
two electrons, 

'Y"I,LM(;' ,;,) = ~ (I,m,I,m,ILM) Y"m,(;I)Y"mP') (22)
m,.., 

and 

J"I,m(a) = N(cos ClY'+'(sin Cly,+IF(-m,m + l, + /, + 21/, + llsin' o) (23) 

where tv is a normalization constant and F is proportional to a Jacobi 
polynomial (Morse and Feshbach. 1953). A properly (anti)symmetrized 
hyperspherical harmonic with respect to the interchange of two electrons is 
given by 

Ur.~(O) = ~ [ft,I,LIi(Cl)'Y"I,LMU, ,;,) + (-l),,+I,-L+S+"'li,I,m(Cl) 

if /1';' I,x 'Y"I,LliU,,;,)], 

= t[ I +(- 1rL+S+mJft'm(Cl)'YIILM(;' ,;,), if t, = I, = / (24) 
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In Eq. {24j, the allowed values of m are such that L + S + m = even 
if I, = I,. Furthermore, the eigenvalue depends only on the sum, v = I, + 
I, + 2m. 

In the R - 0 limit, the quantum numbers I, and I, measure the barrier for 
the penetration of each individual electron into the inner region, while the 
quantum number v measures the degree ofsimultaneous penetration of the 
two electrons into the small-R region. In this limit, the higher eigenvalues v 
have a high degree of degeneracy. An analysis ofv -I, + I, + 2m alone can 
provide some indications about the nature of angular correlations that are 
missed in the independent-particle approximation. Strong correlation 
occurs when two or more eigenfunctions u with the same LS quantum 
numbers are degenerate. For example, this degeneracy occurs normally at 
R = 0 for 'D' channels with (/, ,1,) = (0,2) and with (/, ,I,) = (1, I) because 
they have the same I, + I,. This degeneracy occurs for all even values of m so 
that the coupling between sd and pp states remains strong. This explains the 
strong interchannel coupling between the ksnd ID' and kp' 'D' states (k < n) 
of alkaline earth atoms along the whole I D' series (O'Mahaony and Watan
abe. 1985; O'Mahony, 1986; Lin, 1974b). Such mixing also explains the 
strong configuration mixing between 2snp' 'D' and 2s'nd'D' in aluminum 
(Lin, 1974a; O'Mahony, 1986; Weiss, 1974). Similar analysis for the degen
eracy of N-electron systems has been carried out recently by Cavagnero 
(1984 ). 

B. THE ASYMPTOTIC LIMIT AND THE LONG-RANGE
 

DIPOLE APPROXIMATION
 

In the asymptotic limit when one electron is inside and the other is far 
outside, corresponding to the limit that R - '" and a: - 0, the two-electron 
wave function is represented by the product of two independent-electron 
functions. In this limit, Eq, (6)can be easily solved by transforming R and a 
back to the independent-particle coordinates r = R sin a and " = R cos 
a = R. Ifwe expand the transformed equation in powers of IIR, the resulting 
asymptotic potential (Macek, 1968; Lin, 1974b) is 

Z' 2(Z-I)
[U.(R) - 1/4R' - W"",(R)j - --,;r - R 

+ ~, (<tl.lli + 2" cos 81Zi<tl,J (25) 

[fa. is the expectation value om + 2" cos 8" for channelzz, then the channel 
potentials within a given N manifold are distinguished by the different dipole 
terms aJR'. Such dipole potentials were first derived by Percival and Seaton 
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(1957) and by Gailins and Damburg{ 1963) from the close-coupling approx
imation in e-H' scanering. It is called the dipole representation. 

In previous works on dipole representation, each channel is labeled by the 
eigenvalues of Eq. (25). This method does not provide convenient integer 
quantum numbers. In order to beable to label the channels in the asymptotic 
limit, a "zero-order dipole basis" was proposed by Herrick (l975). In this 
approximate representation, only the dipole term " cos 8" is diagonalized. 
Each channel for a given (N,L) is characterized by two quantum numbers. K 
and T. The eigenvalue of" cos 8" in this representation INKTL) is 

(NKTLI" cos 8 12INKTL) = - 3NKIZ (26) 

Notice that this zero-order dipole operator is degenerate with respect to T. 
This degeneracy is removed if the centrifugal potential Ii is included. In a 
perturbative calculation, Herrick (1975) showed that the dipole potential in 
the asymptotic limit is given by aJR', with 

ad = - 3NKIZ + L(L + I) + !(N' - I - K' - 3T') 

_ (KZ/12N)[8L(L + I) + N' - 1 - K' - 15T'] + . .. (27) 

in the INKTL) basis space. 
Equation (27) provides the basis for labeling the potential curves in the 

asymptotic region, as discussed in Section Ill.B. According to Eq. (27), the 
effective dipole potential is most attractive for large positive K and, for a 
given K, a large value ofT. EachINKTL} channel basis is given as the linear 
combination of the product of hydrogenic NI states and the spherical har
monics of the outer electron coupled to a total L. This channel function 
contains information about angular correlations but not radial correlations. 

The asymptotic dipole potential for a given N, K, and T does not depend 
on the spin. nor on the parity ofthe channel. The fact that it does not depend 
on the parity of the channel is surprising since the I, and I, pairs which form 
the same L but different parity are quite different. This degeneracy is not the 
result of the perturbation 'calculation of Eq. (27). It can be shown that this 
degeneracy is exact from numerical calculations. Nikitin and Ostrovsky 
(1976. 1978) have derived the same conclusion from the group-symmetry 
viewpoint. The fact that the eigenvalues ofEq. (27) are independent ofparity 
is important for discussing the T doubling in Section V,F. 

C. NUMERICAL SOLUTION OF THE CHANNEL EQUATIONS 

The partial differential equation Eq. (6), can be solved by using an expan

sion 
(28)I <tl.(R;n) =.4 ~ g1,1,(R;a)'Y"I,LM('1 ,P,) 

[I,ll) 
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where A is the proper symmetrization or antisymmetrization operator (the 
spin function is not explicitly considered) and 'Y""LM(;, ,;,) is the coupled 
angular momentum function defined in Eq. (22). We use the convention 
that I, < I, in the summation in Eq. (28). 

With the substitution of'Eq. (28) into Eq, (6). a set of coupled differential 
equations in the angle a are obtained. The number of equations is equal to 
the number of (I, '/,J pairs included in Eq, (28). The resulting eigenvalue 
equations have been solved by different methods: (I) numerical integration 
of the coupled equations (Macek, 1968); (2) diagonalization using hyper
spherical harmonics (Lin, 1974b; Klar and Klar, 1978, 1980); and (3) the 
finite difference method (Lin, 1975a, 1975b, 1976). All these methods have 
some limitations. The numerical integration method often suffers from 
instability and the finite difference method requires the solution of a large 
matrix if the number of [I, ,Izl pair is large. The diagonalization method is 
inaccurate at large R. At large R, the solutions are linear combinations of 
hydrogenic functions which cannot be expanded in terms of a small set of 
hyperspherical harmonics. 

The calculation of the channel functions and the corresponding eigenval
ues U(R) is significantly simplified with the introduction of an analytical 
channel function for a given [I, '/,J pair (Lin, 1981). The idea behind this is 
quite simple. It is best illustrated in terms of a few examples. Consider the 
lowest'S' channel in the [I, '/,] ~ [0,0] subspace. In the large-R limit, 

goo(l)(R 'a ) , ',e-' ~ R sin ae-R"~ (29), R-CC1;a-O 

to within a normalization constant. There are many different ways to gener
alize Eq, (29) to the smaU-R region. Todo so, we require that the generalized 
functions reduce to the hyperspherical harmonics in the limit of R ~ O. For 
the channel considered, this is proportional to sin 2a. A reasonable general
ized function for this channel is then 

t.,:,'(R;a) - N(R) sin 2ae-R" 
0 -0 (30) 

This form reduces correctly to the known solutions in the R = 0 and R _ ., 
limits. The normalization N(R) satisfies"',

o [t":'>(R;aW da = I (31)f. 
For the lowest'S' channel in the [0,0] subspace, the generalized function is 

glJ,'(R;a) ~ N(R) sin 2a cos 2ae-R" 0 (32)"", 0 

Notice that both Eqs. (30) and (32) satisfy the proper particle exchange 
symmetry under a - TC/2 - a for'S and for'S, respectively. 
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This procedure can be extended to obtain analytical channel functions for 
other L, S, and TC states and excited channels. The description for the con
struction of these functions was discussed by Lin (1981). With these analyti
cal basis functions the calculation of channel functions <t>.(R;rl) becomes 
very easy. In a typical calculation we include analytical channel functions 
and hyperspherical harmonics as basis functions to diagonalize the coupled 
differential equations. For example. to calculate all the potential curves for 
's that lie below the H(N = 3) or He+(N= 3) limits, a maximum of about 
fifteen basis functions including [1,,/,] = [0,0], [1,1], ... , up to [3,3] or 
[4,4] is needed. The simplicity of the computational procedure allows us to 
study the properties of doubly excited states easily. 

Other numerical methods have been proposed recently; see Christensen
Dalsgaard ( I984a). 

D. REPRESENTATIVE RESULTS FOR H-

In this article, we are concerned mostly with the correlations of doubly 
excited states and the classification scheme. To show that the hyperspherical 
approach also gives reasonable quantitative results, we present in this section 
some representative results of H- calculated using hyperspherical coordi
nates. 

Consider the 'po resonance states ofH" near the H(N - 2) limit. The three 
potential curves that converge to this limit are shown in Fig. 21. Notice that 
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FIG. 21. Potential curvesforthe three I pochannels of H- thatconverse to theN - 2 limit 
of hydrogen. The +, -, and pd notations refer to the (0.11!. (1.0li', and (-I.O~ channels. 
respectively. 
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the (0.1)+ channel has a relatively deep attractive potential well at small R. 
R = 8 a.u., but becomes repulsive at large R with a 2/R' dependence (Lin, 
1975b). The (1,0)- curve is quite repulsive at small R but has a very shallow 
attractive potential well at large R. The (- 1,OJ" curve is completely repul
sive. 

This example highlights the many aspects of correlation behaviors dis
cussed in Sections III. The +channel has a more attractive potential at small 
R because of the in-phase radial correlation ofthe two electrons. It becomes 
repulsive at large R because for K - 0 the two electrons tend to stay near 90' 
from each other. The( I,0)- channel potential isnot very attractive at small R 
because of its - character. It has a shallow potential weU at large R, behaving 
asymptotically as - 3.71/R' (Lin, 1975b), because of the favorable angular 
correlation that the two electrons maintain an angle close to 180' (K = I). 
The (- 1,0)' channel is completely repulsive owing to its unfavorable radial 
and angular correlations. In this channel, the two electrons are on the same 
side of the nucleus (K <0), and they stay primarily in the valley region of the 
potential surface (Fig. 3). 

The potential curves shown in Fig. 21 clearly suggest that resonances 
associated with the (I,O)-channel and those with the (0, 1)+ channel are quite 
different. The - channel is very repulsive at small R and thus the radial wave 
function (in R) is quite diffuse. Bysolving the hyperradial equation [Eq. (9») 
using the - potential, the energy of the lowest state was found to be at 
-0.25191 Ry. Neglecting the small Lamb shift between the hydrogenic 2s 
and 2p states. this channel in principle can support ad infinite number of 
states (Lin, 1976). But all the higher states are very close to the H(N - 2) 
threshold and have not been observed experimentally. For the (0, Ij+chan
nel. the poten tial curve suggests the existence ofshape resonances. In actual 
calculations, the + potential was found to support a shape resonance which 
is 32 meV above the threshold and has a width of28 meV. Experimentally 
these resonances can be observed in electron - hydrogen atom scattering. but 
better data were obtained from the photodetachment of H". Because of the 
lack of suitable intense photon sources in the 10-15 eV region, such mea
surements were not done until recently. By taking advantage ofthe existence 
of the 800 MeV(v/c - 0.83) relativistic H-beam from the LAMPFfacilityat 
Los Almos, Bryant et al. (1977)achieved the desired photon energy range by 
aiming lasers toward the incoming H- beam at different angles. The lasers 
were blue-shifted to the desired photon energy range in the H- frame. 

The results of Bryant et al. (1977) for the pbotodetachment cross sections 
near the H(N = 2) limit are shown in Fig. 22. It is clearly seen that the 
Feshbach resonance associated with the (1,0)- channel isquite narrow. and 
the shape resonance associated with the (0, It channel is much broader. The 
shape resonance was found to have a width of23 ± 6 mev, and the separa
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tion of the Feshbach and shape resonances was found to be 53 meV. From 
the simple calculation using the quasi-separable approximation in hyper
spherical coordinates, the corresponding results were 28 and 58 rnev, re
spectively. More accurate calculations on these resonances have been per
formed by other methods. The solid line shown in Fig. 22 was due to Broad 
and Reinhardt (1976). 

V. Body-Frame Analysis of Correlation
 
Quantum Numbers
 

In Section III we presented a classification scheme of doubly excited states 
using the correlation quantum numbersK, T.andA. The angular correlation 
quantum numbers Kand T. as discussed in Section IV. were adopted from 
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Herrick's work for the approximate description ofStark states in the asymp
totic limits. 

The adoption of quantum numbers in the asymptotic region for the de
scription of doubly excited states seems unsatisfactory since important cor
relations occur in the region where the two electrons are close to each other. 
From Fig. 3. we notice that the potential surface isquite smooth along the II" 
coordinate. This smooth dependence allows us to expect that angular corre
lations do not vary significantly as R changes adiabatically. Similar conclu
sions have been obtained through actual numerical calculations (Lin, 
1982b). We thus expect that the same quantum numbers Kand Tusedin the 
asymptotic limit can be used to describe angular correlations in the inner 
region and also of the whole atom. To incorporate radial correlations, the 
quantum number A was introduced semiempirically (Lin, 1983d, 1984). In 
this section we re-examine these quantum numbers byanalyzing the channel 
functions in the body frame of the atom (Watanabe and Lin, 1986). 

A. CHOICE OF THE BODY-FRAME AXES 

We choose the interelectronic axis 

;" = (r, - r,)/Ir, - r,l (33) 

as the internal axis of rotation. This choice is democratic with respect to the 
exchange of the two electrons. The general behavior of this axis is similar to 
that ofthe vector B = b, - b, (Herrick and Sinanoglu, 1975a,b) exploited in 
the 0(4) theory of doubly excited states since for a pure Coulomb field the 
Lenz vector b is related to r as 

r - (3n/2Z)b (34) 

where Z is the charge and n is the principal quantum number. For intrashell 
states the B in the 0(4) theory is proportional to the interelectronic axis in Eq. 
(33). The choice ofEq. (33) as the internal axis also has the advantage ofnot 
specifying the principal quantum numbers nand N of the two electrons. 

B. DECOMPOSITION INTO ROTATIONAL COMPONENTS 

ln displaying the correlation patterns shown in Section III, the charge 
densities were averaged over the rotational angles of the whole atom. In this 
section, we decompose the whole wave function or channel function into 
components along the body-frame axis. Starting with a chosen laboratory 
frame, the rotation from the laboratory frame to the body frame is effected 
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through a rotation matrix 

'Yt,t,LM(;' ,;,) = 2: 'Y (35) 
Q "t,LlP;,;,)D\r1(w) 

where U, ,;,) are defined in the laboratory frame and (;; i,) in the body 
frame, and D is a rotation matrix. 

Suppose that the wave function is known in the laboratory coordinates. 

'i'(f, ,f,) = 2: 'i'tt,(r, ,r,l'Y"t,u./J, ,;,) (36) 
MI 

Substitution of Eq, (35) into Eq, (36) gives 

'i'(f, ,r,) - 2: 'I1z(R,a,II,,)DWt(w) (37) 
Q 

where 

'I1z(R,a,lId = 2: '!'tt,(R cos a, R sin a)'Y1,I,d;;,;f) (38) 
J,II 

and-L" Q .. L. 
Let US consider the symmetry under particle exchange. A careful anal

ysis in the Appendix of Watanabe and Lin (1986) shows that under 
a - 1l/2 - a, each rotational component satisfies the property 

'I1z(R, 1l/2 - a, II,,) =Il(-I)S+Q 'I1z(R,a,II.2 ) (39) 

By introducing a phase factor A as 

A = Il(- It+T (40) 

where T = IQI, the index A determines the reflection symmetry ofthe radial 
wave function with respect to the a = 1l/4 axis. Thus A serves as an index for 
radial correlations. In the special case L = 0, we have T - O. A = (- It. 
which is the well-known symmetry requirement for'S and IS states. For L 
not identical to zero, there are more than one rotational components. Ifthere 
is only one dominant rotational component in Eq, (37), then the radial 
correlation quantum numberA is determined from Eq. (40). In fact, Eq. (40) 
is identical to Eq. (18) for A = + 1 or - 1. We assigned A = 0 for those 
channels which do not have a major rotational component, even though 
each rotational component has its own well-defined symmetry in a. 

Each rotational component also has a well-definedsymmetry with respect 
to the II" = Il axis. In fact, it can be shown that (Watanabe and Lin, 1986) 

'I1z(R;a,21l-1I,,) = (- W'I1z(R;a,II,,) (41) 

I quantum
which provides the relation between the motion in II" and the rotational 

number T. 
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C. PuRITY OF ROTATIONAL STATES 

The symbol A, as given by Eq. (40), has a close connection with the value 
of T. According to the decomposition of Eq. (37), if there is only one rota
tional component. then the radial correlation quantum number A will be 
either A = + lor A = - I. Thus the purity of+/- radial correlation is related 
to the purity of rotational states. 

To enrich our picture of the purity of rotational states, we show in Fig. 23 
the decomposition of the (i,I), 'po and (i,l)j 'po channel functions at 
the values of R where their respecti ve potentials bottom out. The percentage 
represents the contribution to the normalization from each T component. 
For 'po, the T= I component has 91% of the integrated density. According 
to Eqs, (40) and (41), for this component A = - I and the function vanishes 
along 11" = If. The density plot for the T = 1 component clearly exhibits 
these properties. Figure 23 also shows that there is a 9%contribution of the 
T = 0 component for 'po at R = 23. This component has A = + I and an 
anti nodal structure at 11" = '" the density plot for T = 0 clearly shows this 
behavior. Similarly, for' P", the T = I component represents a 90% contri
bution and the T= 0 a 10% contribution at R = 16. In this case, the T = I 
component has A = + I and a nodal structure at 11" = If, while the T = 0 
component has A = - I and an antinodal structure at 11" = If. The surface 
plot for each component exhibits these relations. 

The purity of rotational states maximizes roughly in the range where the 
potential is near the minimum. To illustrate the dependence of the purity of 

T'O T= I TOTAL 
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FIG. 23. Decompositionof the density plots into rotational components of the (1,I)i lpo 
and (1.I)j l po channels of He at the values of R indicated. The percentages represent the 
contribution to the normalization from each T component. 
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rotational states on R for each channel, weshowin Fig.24 the normalization 
percentage of the T = I component for all of the five 'po channels that 
converge to the He+(N = 3) thresholds. The dashed lines represent the 
interpolated region where the potential curves exhibit crossings. We note 
that the low-lying channels show greater purity of rotational states, while the 
higher channels violate the purity of T more severely. We further note that 
the rotational quantum number T is ill respected in the asymptotic region. 
The reason is that the angular motion of the outer electron is represented by 
the term IliR'. which is not diagonal in the pure (K,TJ basis. 

D. VIBRATIONAL QUANTUM NUMBERS 

Zero-order vibrational states do not emergeautomatically from the body
frame analysis. To understand the quantum number K, we first assume 
every channel to be in a pure T state. Suppose that the outer electron ap
proaches the inner one from a large distance. Take the axis of the approach
ing electron r to be the z axis of the laboratory frame. In this frame, the 
two-electron angular momentum function is proportional to P3(cOS 11,,), 
where Q = L . f,. The number of nodes in 11" (0 < 11" < If} is[, -IQI, which 
varies between 0 and N - I - T. The transformation from the laboratory 
frame to the body frame is identity at large ',; the transformation evolves 
smoothly to the small-R limit. Thus, for a given T, wecan use the number of 
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nodes n in 0" as a label for the vibrational motion in 0". In molecular 
physics, the vibrational quantum number u is related to n by 

u ~ 2n + T (42) 

The quantum number K used for labeling hyperspherical channels is 
related to nand u by 

K ~ N - 2n - T - I = N - u- I (43) 

When T is fixed, both u and K change in steps of 2. 
The quantum numbers K and uhave thus far been used as labels. Accord

ing to the definition of K and Tfrom the asymptotic solution, ifachannel isa 
pure (K, T) state, the expectation value of the dipole moment r cos 0" is 
- (3N/2Z)K. We can define a similar leading tenn in the dipole approxima
tion which contributes to the vibrational energy 

I R sin a 
V,(R;a,O,,) = R' , cos 0", 0 .. a .. lC/4

cos a 

~ I Rcosa 
lC/4 .. a .. lC/2 (44)R' sin' a cos 0", 

Here R'V, determines the polarizabilitv of the system. To examine the 
purity of an effective K, we define 

K(R)=-G~)R'(V,) (45) 

The results for K(R) for He(N= 3, 'PO) channels are shown in Fig. 25. We 
note that K(R) indeed varies slowly with R and is very close to the integers K 
used to label the channels, panicularly for the low-lying channels. 
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FIG.25. R dependence of the K{R) defined hy Eq. (45) for the 'P"(N  3) manifold of He. 
Dashed linesare used to indicate the region where diabatic crossing has been imposed. 

E. MOLECULELIKE VIEWPOINT OF Two

ELECTRON CORRELATlONS
 

The body-frame analysis so far indicates that the quantum numbers Kand 
Tcan be related to the vibrational and rotational quantum numbers used in 
molecular physics. This rovibrational viewpoint has been explored exten
sively for intrashell states (Herrick et al.. 1980; Kellman and Herrick, 1978, 
1980; Herrick, 1983) and for model two-electron atoms (Ezra and Berry, 
1982, 1983). Bygeneralizing to intershell states, one can identify (Watanabe 
and Lin, 1986) the +/- radial quantum numbers as the symmetric stretch 
(for A = +) and antisymmetric stretch modes used by quantum chemists 
(see the review by Manz, 1985). The potential curves illustrated in Figs. 
12-14 and the energy levels shown in Figs. 17 and 18 indicate that the 
magnitude of the correlation energies follow the hierarchical order 

UA > o.> u; (46) 

where UA , Ux, Urate the separation of theA = + and -doublet curves and 
the local vibrational and rotational energies, respectively.The higher excita
tions, particularly the A ~ 0 channels, lead to the lessclear-cut order and to a 
noticeable admixture of other modes. These higher excitations do not ex
hibit rnoleculelike modes. 

After the moleculelike modes have been divided into A ~ + and A - 
groups, angular correlations can be classifiedby their degree of excitations. 
There ate two well-defined schemes (Herrick, 1983) which can be easily 
understood from Eq. (46). One is the d-supennultiplet scheme which utilizes 
the number of nodes in 0", namely the ndiscussed in the previous subsec
tion, to regroup angular correlation patterns. An example isshown in Fig. 26 
for the lowest n = 0 states for the A ~ + and for the A = - subgroups for 
doubly excited states of He(N = 3). The vertical axis corresponds to Land 
the horizontal axis is labeled by ± T, where we have used - T to designate 
states which have rotational quantum number T but with parity given by 
lC - (- 1f+ I in order to distinguish it from states with identical T but with 
parity lC = (- If. Note that there is a clear correspondence between the 
"+"-type and "-"-type superrnultiplets, namely the interchange of the spin 
label I ..... 3. Another scheme is known as the Isupennultiplets. Defining 
1= L - T, loosely speaking, I corresponds to the rotational degree of free
dom orthogonal to that represented by T( Watanabe and Lin, 1986). With K 
as the vertical axis and ± T as the horizontal axis. a diamond similar to Fig. 
26 can be constructed for each I (Herrick et al.. 1980). 

The moleculelike normal modes motivated Kellman and Herrick (1980) 
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to fit intrashell energy levels to the molecular term formula 

E- EN + w(V + I) +X(V+ 1j2 

+ GT2 + [B- a(V+ I)][L(L + 1) - P]- D[L(L + I) - P] (47) 

This formula attempts to attribute all the higher-order corrections to the 
anharrnonicity of the bending vibrational potential, centrifugal distortion, 
etc. In atoms. the impurity of the (K,Tl states owing to angular excitation is 
an equally important contributor to the departure from the lowest-order 
formula 

E = E,,+ w(V+ I) + B[L(L + I) - T2] + GT' (48) 

DOUBLY EXCITED STATES 

A more detailed discussion on the limitation of the moleculelike interpreta
tion of doubly excited states is given in Watanabe and Lin (1986). 

F. THE TDOUBLING 

In Fig. 17 we note that each pair ofT ~ 0 states which have identical n, N. 
A, L, and Khave near-degenerate energies. The splitting ofeach pair iscalled 
T doubling. T doubling occurs for A = + I as well as for A ~ - 1 states. In 
fact. it also occurs for A = 0 states, as shown in Fig. 20 for states belonging to 
the (- I, 1)0 channel. 

The effective principal quantum numbers shown in Figs. 17and 20 clearly 
indicate that between each pair of states the energy of the state with parity 
11 = (- 1)'-+I is slightly lower than that of the state with parity 11 = (- I)L. 
This difference can be attributed to the wave functions near II" = O. It can be 
shown (Rehmus et al.. 1978; Ezra and Berry, 1982) that the wave functions 
for states with parity 11 = (_1)'-+1 vanish identically at II" = O. There is no 
such constraint for states with parity 11 = (- 1)'-, In general, the wave func
tions for these latter states are small at II" = 0 and a = 11/4, but they do not 
exactly vanish, 

A nonzero amplitude near II" = °and a = 11/4 tends to increase the 
electron-electron repulsion energy. If all the other quantum numbers. n, N, 
A, L, K, and T, are the same for the pair of states. such a stronger electron
electron repulsion would result in a higher energy for the state with parity 
11= (- 1)'-.The energy levels in Fig. 17are in agreement with this prediction 
[see the (Ll )", (0,2)+, and (-I,It series in the upper frame and the(I,I)-, 
(0,2)-, and (- I, 1)- series in the lower frame]. This prediction, however. is 
not completely confirmed by the results shown in Fig. 18 for the resonances 
of H- below the H(N = 5) threshold (Ho and Callaway, (983). The calcu
lated energy ordering for the (2,2)+ and (I,l)+channels is opposite to what we 
have expected. Whether this irregularity in the T doubling is due to some 
other unaccounted effects ordue to the inaccuracy in numerical calculations 
remains to be resolved. Similar irregularities in this respect can also be found 
in the calculated energies for the resonances of H- below the H(N = 4) 
threshold [see Table II of Ho and Callaway (1983)]. 

G. SYSTEMATtCS OF AUTOIONIZATION WIDTHS 

One of the most striking features of the earlier photoabsorption data of 
doubly excited states of helium is that the autoionization widths ofdifferent 
Rydberg series are dramatically different. To characterize the width of a 
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Rydberg series, we define a reduced width, r = nO' r., where F, is the 
autoionization width of state n with effective principal quantum number nO. 
(It is well known that the reduced width defined this way is nearly constant 
along the series.) From the data of Madden and Codling ( 1963, 1965),as well 
as the results of early close-coupling calculations (Burke and Mcvicar, 1965; 
Burke and Taylor, 1966; see also Fano, 1969), it was shown that the ratios for 
the reduced widths of the three I P" series, (0, I)r , (I ,O)i, and (- I,O~, are 
3000: 30: I, Such drastic differences in widths are typical when we compare 
A = + I, -1, and 0 channels, 

The systematics of autoionization widths with respect to other quantum 
numbers are less clear, although fragmentary evidences and "rules of 
thumb" have been discussed (Herrick, 1983; Rehmus and Berry, 1981; 
Watanabe and Lin, 1986). These rules are "understood" in terms of the 
correlation properties or in terms of the moleculelike normal modes of 
doubly excited states, 

(I) The partial width is largest when the continuum channel corresponds 
to !J. N ~ - I, !J. K = - I (i.e.,!J.v ... 0), !J. T = 0, with A unchanged, This rule 
is easily understood because the overlap between this continuum channel 
and the quasi-bound resonance is largest owing to their similar correlation 
patterns, The overlap occurs mostly near the locus of the ridge (Fano, 1981) 
where the pair correlation in the continuum channel is just breaking up and 
the quasi-bound resonant wave function is gaining amplitude, 

(2) The widths for the pair of T doublets are nearly identical. This is well 
supported by existing calculations (Ho and Callaway, 1983, 1984).Since the 
lower state of the T doublet has lessamplitude near a - 1[/4 and 0\2 ~ 0, it is 
expected that this state has smaller width. The results given by Ho and 
Callaway (1983) for the resonances of H- converging to N'" 4 and 5 of H 
thresholds do not support this prediction. It is not clear that this discrepancy 
is due to the neglect of other effects or because of numerical inaccuracies, 

(3) Along a rotor series, states with higher L have larger widths. This is 
because the higher rotor states have larger amplitudes near 012 ... O. This 
effect can be overtaken by the fact that the higher rotor states have less 
amplitude near a ~ 1[/4. For example, the (4,0); rotor series of'H", IS', 'po, 
'D', 'Fo, IG', 'Ho, 'I', and 'Ko, as shown in Fig. 18, have widths, in units of 
10-' Ry, of I.l, 1.2, 1.3, 1.2, 1.5, 1.8,0.54, andO.2 (Ho and Callaway, 1983). 

(4) When n,N, L, S, 1[, and Karethe same, the states with the larger Thave 
the larger widths, This is due to the increase in the amplitude near 012 = 0 for 
higher T states. For example, the (0,2); I D' state of He is a factor of 3.5 
broader than the state (0,0); 'D' (Herrick and Sinanoglu, 197Sa). There are 
very few other calculations to check the validity of this rule. 

These rules were drawn from the few data currently available with "plau

sible" explanations provided from the correlation properties. Since the au
toionization width depends sensitively on the details of the wave functions of 
the quasi-bound state and the continuum state, it is interesting to find out 
what systematics of auto ionization widths can be drawn from the correlation 
properties of the quasi-bound-state wave function alone. Extensive compi
lation of widths in future calculations will help to check the generality of 
these rules. 

VI. Effects of Strong Electric Fields on Resonance
 
Structures in H- Photodetachment
 

A. EXPERIMENTAL RESULTS 

In this section the effect of electric fields on the resonances of H- is 
discussed. We will not address the large area of the Stark effect of Rydberg 
electrons; rather, we will concentrate on the effect of electric fields on the 
doubly excited states of H-, where experimental data have been obtained by 
Bryant and coworkers at the l.AMPF facilityat Los Almos, In their experi
ments, an external magnetic field up to severalkG is applied to the relativis
tic H- beam (see Section IV,E) which corresponds to an electric fieldof up to 
a few MV/cm in the H- frame. Their results are summarized as follows, 

(I) The I poFeshbach resonance below the H(N - 2) discussed in Section 
IV,E was found by Gram et ai.(1978) to split into three components; the two 
outer components exhibit linear Stark shifts and the middle one exhibits 
quadratic Stark shift. Later experiments by the same group (Bryant el al.. 
[983) with the use of polarized laser light confirmed that the two outer 
components belong to states which have a magnetic quantum number 
M - 0 and the middle one has 1M! = 1.Theil results are displayed here in 
Fig. 27. We notice that the lowest component was observed to quench at 
E> 130 leV/em, the middle branch was found to vanish at around 270 
kV/cm, while the upper branch appears to burrow into the shape resonance 
for fields higher than 400 kY/cm. 

(2) The shape resonance wasobserved to bequitestable against the electric 
field. The results from Bryant et af. (1983) for the width of the shape reso
nance in the electric fieldare shown in Fig.28. Initially the width decreases as 
the field is increased to about 0.2 MV/cm, then it increases rapidly with the 
field until 0.7 MV/cm, where its rate ofincrease beginsto decline, There is no 
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experimental information about the field at which the shape resonance is 
quenched. 

(J) The I D' resonance which has a corresponding photon energy of 10.874 
eV can be excited by single-photon transitions in an electric field. Indeed, a 
structure at approximately the expected energy of this resonance was ob
served for fields in excess of 400 kvfern. It appears that this resonance splits 
into two at the higher field. 

(4) The stripping ofthe ground state ofH- in a strong electric field has also 
been measured by Bryant's group (private communication, 1983). Their 
results. together with the earlier weak-field data from other groups, are 
displayed in Fig. 29. 

These strong-field results are quite interesting in several respects. Since the 
resonances studied belong to different channels, the energy shift as wellas the 
change of the width for each resonance is characterized by the correlated 
motions of the two electrons and their relation with respect to the direction 
of the electric field. 
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B. THEORETICAL INTERPRETATIONS 

A preliminary study on the effectofstrong electric fieldson the resonances 
of H- has been initiated using the quasiseparable approximation in hyper
spherical coordinates (Lin, 1983c). The basic method issimilar to that which 
was described in Section II except that the potential due to the Stark field is 
included nonperturbatively in the new Hamiltonian. Using the analytical 
basis functions of Section IV, the effective potential curves for each given 
electric field can be obtained. These potential curves are used to interpret 
semiquantitatively the observations of Bryant et al. (1983). 

( 1) We first show that the lifetime of the ground state of H- in an electric 
field can be understood using this simple picture. In Fig. 30 we show the 
adiabatic potential curves of the lowest channel of H- in different electric 
fields in units of MVIcm. We notice that the effect of the electric field is to 
introduce a linearly decreasing potential in the large-R region. while the 
small-R region is hardly affected. In terms of this picture, the lifetime ofthe 
ground state of H- can be estimated using the tunneling model similar to 
that used to describe the a-decay of nuclei. With potentials as shown in Fig. 
30, the lifetime of the ground state can be estimated using a WKB approxi
mation. The results of such an estimate are shown by the crosses in Fig. 29. 
They are in good agreement with the measured results from the low-field to 
the high-field region. The discrepancy at the higher fields is probably due to 
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the breakdown of the WKB approximation when the barrier penetration is 
large. 

(2) The linear Stark shifts of the zero-field Feshbach resonances can be 
understood in terms of mixing with a nearly degenerate state with the same 
spin. but opposite parity: the second recursion of a'S' Feshbach sequence 
converging to the N - 2 series limit. Such shifts can be calculated using the 
diagonalization ofa large set ofbasis functions. The results of such a calcula
tion by Callaway and Rau (1978) are shown as solid lines in Fig. 27. Such 
calculations, however, give only the shifts and provide no information about 
the quenching. Using the quasiseparable approximation in hyperspherical 
COOrdinates, the potential curves for the two M - 0 Stark states shown in Fig. 
31 can be calculated. In Fig. 31a we see that the dependence ofthe potential 
curves with the electric field is similar to those shown in Fig. 30 for the 
ground channel. As the field increases, the potentials in the outer regions 
decrease linearly with R with little change in the inner region. From the 
dependence of the potentials with the E field, a simple estimate based upon 
first-order perturbation theory indicates that the energy shift depends lin-
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early on the strength of the electric field. The classical field ionization occurs 
at E - 100 kV/cm, which is consistent with the experimental value of 140 
kv/cm, 

The upper linear Stark component exhibits a somewhat unfamiliar de
pendence on the electric field. As shown in Fig. 31b, when the electric fieldis 
applied the potential curve in the inner portion is shifted upward, while the 
outer portion of the curve is shifted downward with increasing electric field. 
In fact. in Fig. 31b we notice that the barrier height is above the field-free 
threshold at-0.25 Ry. 

The behavior of the potential curves in Fig. 31b clearly indicates an up
ward Stark shift of its eigenvalue; a first-order perturbation calculation indi
cates that the shift is linear with E at small electric fields. The decay width of 
the resonance, because of the increase in the height of the barrier with the 
electric field, is expected to become narrower at lower fields before it 
broadens again at higher fields. A simple WKB estimate based on the calcu
lated potential curves indicates that the inner potential is no longer attractive 
enough to support a bound state at E - 350 kV/cm. Experimental data do 
not give the field where this state is quenched since it lies in the shoulder of 
the broadened shape resonance. 

(3) The effective potential curves in electric fields for the shape resonance 
behave similarly to those shown in Fig. 31b; in a weak field the potential 
barrier becomes higher while the potential at large R decreases linearly with 
R [see Fig. 3 of Lin (1983c)). Such dependence implies that the width of the 
shape resonance becomes narrower in a weak electric field before it becomes 
broader as the field increases. The narrowing of the shape resonance was 
observed by Bryant et al. (1983). as shown in Fig. 28. but the data also 
indicate that the width increases rapidly for E > 400 kV/cm. This broaden
ing cannot be explained by the calculated effective potentials. 

The blue shifts of the spectral lines and the narrowing ofthe resonances in 
an electric field are not difficult to understand. In a given electric field, 
electrons in the lower channels tend to line up 'opposite to the direction of the 
electric field. In the higher channels, the orthogonality condition ofthe wave 
functions with respect to lower channels requires that the electrons occupy 
regions perpendicular to the field or toward the direction of the field. Such 
rearrangement of the charge cloud tends to increase the energy ofthe state as 
well as to render the state more stable against field quenching. 

The simple interpretation presented here for the strong fieldeffectson the 
resonances is not complete. In an electric field, a resonance state can be 
quenched. Its energy is shifted by the electric field in addition to the autoion
ization. A complete quantitative evaluation of all these effects requires a full 
treatment of the multichannel scattering aspect of the problem. 

DOUBL Y EXCITED STATES 

VII. Doubly Excited States of Multielectron Atoms 

So far our discussions have been centered on the doubly excited states of 
two-electron atoms, He and H-. In this section, we briefly describe the 
progress made in the understanding of doubly excited states of multielectron 
atoms. 

A. ALKALI NEGATIVE !ONS AND ALKALINE EARTH ATOMS 

For these two-valence-electron systems, the electron pair of interest is 
attracted to an ionic core which isspherically symmetric when both electrons 
are outside the core. Under this restriction. the electron pair experiences 
primarily an attractive Coulomb potential plus a weaker polarization poten
tial. On the other hand, penetration of either electron within the core exposes 
that electron to a stronger field and to substantial exchange of energy and 
angular momentum with the core electrons. These effects are minimal for 
two-valence-electron systems where the core can be regarded as "frozen." 
Therefore, these systems are similar to two-electron systems. 

For the two-valence-electron systems, the electron -core interaction is no 
longer Coulombic, and the single particle states in the asymptotic limits 
within the same N manifold are no longer degenerate. Thus K and T quan
tum numbers, as defined according to' the analysis of Stark states, are no 
longer valid when such degeneracy is removed. On the other hand, our 
body-frame analysis of the correlation quantum numbers does not rely upon 
such degeneracy. The interesting question to be answered is whether the 
classification scheme and the properties of doubly excited states unraveled 
for the pure two-electron systems remain valid for doubly excited states of 
multielectron systems. 

By approximating the electron - core interaction by a suitably chosen 
model potential, these two-valence-electron atoms can be solved in hyper
spherical coordinates (Greene, 1981; Lin. 1983b). The two 's' potential 
curves of Be which converge to the 2s and 2pstates of Be" are shown in Fig. 
32. They are labeled in terms of the independent-particle designations. 2SES 

and 2PEp. These notations are by no means adequate. In Fig. 33, the surface 
charge density plots for the two channels at different values of R are dis
played. For R = 2 and 6. we notice that these plots are quite similar to the 
plots for the (1,0)+ channel of H- shown in Fig. 8. At large R, especially 
R = 14, the surface plot becomes similar to what one would have expected 
for the 2SES IS', where there is little angular correlation and the channel 
function shows little 11'2 dependence. Similarly, for the "2PEP" channel. the 
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charge distributions shown in Fig. 33b for small values of R resemble the 
(-I,O)+channel shown in Fig. 8. At large R, these plots are consistent with 
the designation 2PEP 'S', as the densities show a cos' 8" dependence. These 
plots clearly indicate that the designations "2ses" and "2PEP" are suitable for 
the large-R region and the (1,0)+ and (- 1.O)" notations are more suitable for 
the small-R region. In terms of the description of individual states, the 
single-particle designations 2sns and 2pnpare more appropriate for excited 
states (n ::> 2), and .(K, T)~designations are more appropriate for intrashell 
states. 

The adiabatic approximation was found to be valid for the two'S' chan
nels of Be shown, as the coupling between the two channels was found to be 
small. Despite the fact that the angular correlation does not remain constant 
for each channel as R changes (as in the pure two-electron case), the angular 
correlation does evolve smoothly with R. Energy levelscalculated from each 
adiabatic potential were found to be in good agreement with experimental 
data and with other calculations (see Lin, 1983b). 

It is interesting to ask if radial correlations are preserved for the two-va
lence-electron systems along the adiabatic channel. The adiabatic potential 
curves for the three 'P" and three 3P" channels of Be below the 2s and 2p 
states of Be" are shown in Fig. 34. They were labeled as 2snp,2pns,and 2pnd 
(Lin. 1983b). By examining the [1,.1,)- [0,1) component of the channel 
function, Greene (1981) has shown that the a-dependent part [g(a) of Eq. 
(13)] of the 2snp channel exhibits "+"-type behavior at small R. but it 
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channels. Thesurface plots for the 2JES channel atsmallR aresimilar to theplotsfor the(1.0ll" 
channel, and those for tne2~fJ 's" atsmallR are similar 10 the plots for the(-I,OJ! chanDeJ of 
two-electron atoms. (Sec Fig. 8,) 

evolves into a function similar to the hydrogenic 2s at large R. The 2pns 
channel exhibits "-"-type behavior at small R and evolves into a function 
similar to a hydrogenic 2pfunction at largeR. These resultsare shown in Fig. 
35. These plots are to be compared with the two graphs shown in Fig. 6 for 
He. 

In Fig. 34 we also note that the 2snpand 2pnscurves have a pronounced 
avoided crossing at R = 5 a.u, It was found that the coupling term between 
the two adiabatic channels is relativelylarge. Unlike the +/- crossing for the 
I po (see Fig. 21) in H>, this avoided crossing cannot be treated diabatically, It 
turns out that the physical states are better represented by a linear combinaI tion of the adiabatic channels. By solving the coupled radial equations. 
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Greene (1981) has shown that the quantum defect. for the 2snp and Zpns 
states are much improved over those obtained from a single adiabatic chan
nel calculation. 

Further work along this line has been shown recently by O'Mahony and 
Watanabe (1985) on the I D' spectrum of Be. Their work departs from the 
pure hyperspherical procedure in that they use the R-matri" method to 
obtain reliable data, but hyperspherical wave functions were used to present 
a more transparent picture ofelectron correlations as wellas to delineate the 
regions of space at which channel coupling occurs, O'Mahony (1986) also 
studied the Mg liD' spectrum and extended the method to analyze the 
channel interactions in the 'D' spectrum ofAll, thus casting the qualitative 
analysis of Section IVA on a quantitative basis. 

As we proceed to doubly excited states converging to the higher N mani
fold, the correlations and channel behaviors of the states become closer to 
those exhibited in the corresponding channels in H- and in He. In Fig. 36 we 
show the potential curves of the three lowest JpO and 'po states ofLi- that lie 
below the 3s, 3p, and 3d levels of Li. Note that the curves show diabatic 
crossing similar to those shown in Fig, 12for He. No systematic studies ofthe 
correlations of these systems have been accomplished yet. It would be inter
esting to examine how the superrnultiplet structure ofSeetion IV is modified 
for system. like beryllium. 

Doubly excited states ofother alkaline earths and alkali negative ions have 
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also been studied by Greene (1981) and by Watanabe and Greene (1980). 
These subjects have been reviewed by Fano (1983). 

B. DOUBLY EXCITED STATES OF He-

Doubly excited states of multielectron atoms in general consist of an 
electron pair outside a compact open-shell core. The core can be viewed as a 
perturber that scatters individually one ofthe outerelectrons with a possible 
exchange of spin. For He-, these doubly excited states appear as resonances 
in e- He scattering. An ever-increasing volume of experimental results for 
resonances associatedwith the N - 2 and 3 limits of He have been accumu
lated (Brunt et al., 1977; Buckman et al.. 1983; Schultz, 1973). 

The treatment of doubly excited states of complex atoms as an effective 
two-electron hyperspherical problem relies upon the division of the two
electron configuration space into three physicallydistinct regions (Watan
abe, 1982, see Fig. 37). Region I corresponds to the close simultaneous 
approach of the twoouter electrons to the core which is practicallyforbidden 
by the centrifugaleffectsin the energy range ofless than 25 eV. Regions II, 
and II, correspond to the penetration of one of the outer electrons into the 
core, independently .of the other electron: The problem here reduces to the 

r j r 
o 

III ill 

" .c,v 9: _ r 0 

r z 
FIG. 37. Division ofthe(r1,'1) planeinto three rqions.ln RegiOD I,both electrons ate in the 

innerregion occupied by-the core electrons. In Rqion.sn t aDd U1 .oaeo{tne electronscolen the 
core region while the otherstaysoul$ide. In Regionm. theelectronpain stayoutsidethecore; 
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scattering ofa singleelectron by the core.In RegionIII.the core isseenbythe 
electron pair asa mere positivecharge. It is in this regionwhere the problem 
can be reduced to the pure two-electron problems which are to be treated 
using hyperspherical coordinates. 

An efficient method for treating these problems has been initiated by 
Watanabe (1982). Bylimitingthe solution of the two-electron problemsonly 
to Region III,he incorporated the core penetration byone ofthe electronsby 
means of a boundary condition at the interfaces betweenRegionsII and Ill. 
This isconveniently achieved by adding to the electron-pair Hamiltonian a 
singular surface operator which enforcesthe correct boundary condition at 
the core limits (Bloch, \957). The Hamiltonian in the restricted Region III 
reads then: 

H(l,l) = H.,Jresidual) + .£._(E) (49) 

.£._(E) = - ~' [6(a - ao) + 6(a - n/Z + aoJ] (.:x - L,(E)) (50) 

where ao = tan-'(ro/R) and n/2 - ao define the two boundaries between 
Regions II and III, and L,(E) defines the logarithmic derivative matrix for 
the correct emergency of the scattered electron from the core. 

Watanabe (1982) used this method to study doubly excitedstates of He
near the He( Is2s, Is2p) limits and comparedwith the results of the experi
ment of Brunt et al. (1977). In their more recent work, Le Dourneuf and 
Watanabe (1986) extended the method to the doubly excited states of He
near the He( Is31) limits. The two-electron normal modes of the doubly 
excited states werefound not 10 be broken bythe core's perturbation and the 
states can beclassified similarly to the doublyexcitedstatesof He and H-. A 
more detailed introduction to these voluminous works is DOl possible here. 
We only mention that their work provides a good example that doubly 
excited states of multielectron atoms can be interpreted based upon our 
understanding of the doubly excited states of two-electron atoms. Detailed 
discussions of their work can be found in Watanabe et al. (1983) and in Le 
Dourneufand Watanabe (1986). 

There have only been a few preliminarystudiesofdoubly excitedstatesof 
other atoms. Clark (1984) has examined the CI wavefunctions of the nega
tive ions of rare gas atoms Ne-, Ar", Kr", and Xe-. By expressing the 
two-electron part of the wave functions for some of the resonancestates in 
hypersphericalcoordinates, it wasfound thaI their basiccorrelation patterns 
are identical to the corresponding doubly excited states in He and H-. A 

they are under the influence of the attractive potential due to the .QucJeus and of the core more detailed and systematic Study of these negative ion resonances is 
electrons. needed to sort out the spectral regularity. I 
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VIII. Concluding Remarks and Perspectives 

The study ofdoubly excited states in this article has centered on the nature 
and characteristics ofcorrelations of two excited electrons. By representing 
wave functions in hyperspherical coordinates and examining the symmetry 
and regularities of the surface charge densities on the (a,I:/12) plane, angular 
and radial correlation are con veniently visualized. The adoption ofapproxi
mate correlation quantum numbers K, T, and A allows us to systematize 
correlations and exploit new spectroscopic order ofdoubly excited stales. By 
analyzing the wave function in the body frame of the atom, these correlation 
quantum numbers can further be interpreted as being analogous to the 
rnoleculelike rovibrational normal modes. 

It is recommended that each doubly excited state be designated as ,(K,T)'J, 
'5+ IL". This notation contains information about how the two electrons are 
correlated. This new classification scheme incorporates many important 
features which are easily revealed by changing Oneor several quantum num
bers: 

( 1) States with fixed K, T, A, N, L, S, and tr but different n belong to the 
same series. States within the same series have similar correlation patterns. 
For neutral atoms, the quantum defect along the series is nearly constant. 
The selection rule for excitation is characteristic of the whole series. 

(2) A different "series" can be formed by changing thequanturn numbers 
nand N simultaneously. For example, the series N(N - I, O):t; IS' changing 
with the value of N forms a "double Rydberg series" (Read, 1977; Rau, 
1984a). All the states in this series are characterized by having r, = r, and 
1:/" = 180'. For large N, each state behaves like a long linear molecule (Lin, 
1982c). The correlations of these states are similar to the Wannier state of 
two continuum electrons near the double ionization threshold. 

(3) States with identical n, N,K, T,and A but different L, S, and tr exhibit a 
rotorlike structure if A = + I or - 1 (Section Ill). Different supermultiplet 
structure can beobtained by ordering the states according to the number of 
vibrational nodes in the angle 1:/.2 (Section III). 

(4) Singly excited states as well as the independent-electron picture are 
included as a subset of this more general classification scheme. 

Most of the works using hyperspherical coordinates have been directed at 
understanding the structure, particularly resonance states. This success so 
far has not been extended to scattering problems (Lin, 1975a; Miller and 
Starace, 1980),nor to excited states where the principal quantum numbers of 
the two electrons are very different (Park eral.. 1985; Fink and Zoller, 1985). 
The origin ofthis failure is obvious. Although the hyperspherical coordinates 
are very close to the independent-particle coordinates in the asymptotic 

region when one electron is inside and the other is far outside. physically 
when the two electrons are well separated it ismore appropriate to represent 
the system using the independent-particle coordinates. The small difference 
between hyperspherical coordinates and independent-particle coordinates 
at large R introduces a small but ever-present radial coupling between the 
adiabatic channels. Macek (1985) has shown that it takes the coupling ofan 
infinite number of adiabatic channels at large R to reproduce the indepen
dent-particle states in the asymptotic region. Experience (Lin, 1975a) has 
shown that the elastic scattering phase shifts in e- H scattering at higher 
energies are not well reproduced by one-channel or a few-channel calcula
tions. This difficulty in obtaining accurate continuum states is responsible 
for our inability to obtain more accurate decay widths using hyperspherical 
coordinates. 

Attempts to improve the numerical results using the "post-adiabatic" 
method (Klar and Fano, 1976; Klar, 1977)have not been very successful. 
Some of the more recent works on the low-lying alkaline earths (O'Mahony, 
1985; Watanabe and O'Mahony, 1985; O'Mahony and Greene, 1985)have 
adopted the R-matrix method to calculate eigenstates and the use of hyper
spherical coordinates to analyze the region ofconfiguration space where the 
coupling occurs. Recognizing the difficulties in applying hyperspherical co
ordinates to the large-R region, Christensen - Dalsgaard (1984b) proposed a 
new procedure by matching the inner (small-R) hyperspherical coordinate 
wave functions onto the outer (large-R) close-coupling wave functions at a 
hyperradius R = Ro• The value of Rowas chosen where the effects of elec
tron exchange and correlations are small. Preliminary results for the elastic 
phase shifts in e- H scattering indicate that this procedure eliminates the 
need of coupling many hyperspherical or many close-coupling channels in 
each region. Further investigations are needed to test the general usefulness 
of this procedure. 

Extensive analysis of doubly excited states so far has been limited to 
two-electron atoms only. For doubly excited states with a core structure, the 
designation presented in this article is adequate for describing the states Or 
channels in the region where correlations are prevalent. In the outer region, 
the channels are labeled more appropriately in terms ofindependent-particle 
quantum numbers. General rules for connecting the two regions have not 
been established yet. The circumstances where the adiabatic approximation 
is violated also need to be examined. 

Systematic experimental data on doubly excited states are scarce. The 
approximate selection rules for pnotoabsorption from the ground'state of 
helium is well established. It is not clear, in view of the lack ofexperimental 
data as wellas extensive calculations, whether the same selection rules can be 
applied to photoabsorption from metastable states ofhelium. There are little 
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systematics on the cross sections for fonning doubly excited states via elec
tron impact or ion impact. Preliminary data from van der BUrg! and Heider
man (1985) for e- He collisions seem to indicate that only the + states are 
excited. 

Doubly excited states can be populated using multistep laser excitations in 
which each of the two valence electrons ofalkaline earth atoms are excited 
separately (Gallagher. 1986). So far, almost all the data pertain to doubly 
excited states of barium. and the principal quantum numbers of the two 
electrons are quite different. Because of the lack of calculations, it is not 
possible to know whether the doubly excited states populated in these exper
iments belong to the A = + I channels only or whether the A = - I and 0 
channels are also populated. Doubly excited states can also be selectively 
populated via double charge-transfer processes by suitably choosing the 
projectile - target combinations. Although there are many doubly excited 
states produced this way, the limited resolutions available so far do not 
permit the identification of individual states. 

The theoretical methods and procedures discussed in this article can be 
further extended to three-electron systems to study triply excited states. 
Although there are a few calculations for triply excited states using hyper
spherical coordinates (Clark and Greene. 1980; Watanabe et al.. 1982; 
Greene and Clark, 1984), there is very limited information about the corre
lations of these systems. Preliminary study ofexcitations beyond triply ex
cited states so far is limited to the properties of hyperspherical harmonics 
(Cavagnero, 1984, (985). 
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